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ABSTRACT

This study provided a parametric evaluation of provocation and

confl ict on aggressive and physiological reactions of male Type A and

Type B college students. Subjects classified as Type A or Type B on

the basis of the Structured lnterview, were assigned to one of the

four conditions:- l) Provocation-confl ict 2) Provocation-no confl ict 3)

No provocation-conflict 4) No provocation-no conflict. The subjects

rÀrere assigned to teach concepts ín the Buss teacher-learner paradigm

using noise as negative feedback for incorrect responses and points as

positive feedback for correct responses. Before the task, subjects in

the provocation condi tions received a negative evaluation from the

confederate while subjects in the no provocation conditions received

a neutral evaìuation. The subjects in the confìict condition were told

that they would exchange places with the learner in the second part of

the experiment while the subjects in the no conflict condition were

told that they wouìd be the learner with a new subject as their

teacher. The dependent variables were behavioural aggression as

refìected by the level and the duration of the noise and the levels of

poi nts, sel f-reported affect, blood pressure and heart rate.

The resuìts indicated no evidence of more aggression with Type As

in comparison to Type Bs. ln fact, Type Bs showed a tendency to use

higher levels of noise during the first five negative feedback trials.

Furthermore, with noise duration, nonprovoked Type As used shorter

durations of noise over time. For Type As, both provocation and

confl ict had to be present for an increase in the duration of noise

whereas for Type Bs confl ict was sufficient to increase noise

,tl
'...:1.
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duration. 0n the other hand, results with self-report measures of

affect (l'lAACL) and physiological measures indicated that relative to

Type Bs, Type As reported significantly more hostility and depression

and showed I arger magn i tudes of hear t rate. l'loreover , the conf ì i ct

condition increased the systolic blood pressure of Type As but not of

Type Bs.

These results, in I ine w¡th Glassts (1977) control hypothesis,

suggest that Type As attempt to control not only their environment,

but their own reactions to stressors as well. Although Type As may be

affected both emotionaì ly and physioìogical ly when provoked or

presented with a confl ict situation, whether they wilì react to a

situation in an aggressive manner seems to depend on the kind and the

level of a stressor. Thus, different kinds of stressors wilì have

different effects, for example a mi ld stressor may enable the Type A

to maintain behaviouraì control, but as the intensity of a stressor

increases they may become more aroused and show aggression.

Aggression, whether shown directly or not, may also have impl ications

at the physioìogical level in that a prolonged and exaggerated arousal

associated with the inhibition of overt behaviour may increase the

r i sk of CHD.
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I NTRODUCT I ON

The Type A behaviour pattern (TABP) is an epidemioìogical

construct developed by Friedman and Rosenman (1959), based on their

observations of the patients with coronary heart disease (CHD).

Noticing that cardiac patients seemed to have specific behavioural

characteristics and the fai lure of the standard risk factors to

predict the occurrence of the CHD, these researchers began to study

the behavioural characteristics of cardiac patients systematical ly. As

a resul t of these investigations, behavioural characteristics were

identified and labeled as Type A behav¡our pattern (TABP).

Friedman and Rosenman (1959) defined the Type A behaviour as "an

action-emotion complex that can be observed in any person who is

aggressively involved in a chronic, incessant struggle to achieve more

and more in less and less time, and if required to do so against the

opposing efforts of other things or other persons." ( p,67). The

major components of TABP are extreme aggressiveness, easily aroused

hosti ì ity, time urgency and competitive achievement striving

(Rosenman, .l978) 
.

The Iype A Behaviour Pattern

Components of the TABP

The TABP construct consists of three major components which are

assumed to play a primary role in predisposing one to CHD. These

components are: l) Time urgency ,2) Hostility /Aggression, 3) Hard

dr ivi nglcompeti tive achievement str ivi ng.
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Time urqency. Some research has provided support for the

contention that Type As have a chronic sense of time urgency in

comparison to Type Bs. For example, in estimating time Type As report

faster passage of time than do Type Bs (Burnam, Pennebaker, Glass,

1973; Gastorf, 1980). Even in situations where there is no forewarned

time deadl ine, Type As work more quickly than Type Bs (Burnam,

Pennebaker, Gìass, 197Ð. ln the same vein, Glass, Snyder and Hollis

(1974) report Type As receiving significantly lower percentages of

total reinforcement during a task involving differential reinforcement

of low rates of responding. These results indicate that Type As have a

tendency to respond faster than Type Bs.

Hostilitv and Aqqress i on. Host i I i ty and aggress i on have been

conceptual ized as variables closely associated with the development of

CHD (eg, Diamond, 1982). When.there is a threat to their sense of

competence and mastery, the research indicates Type As behave more

aggressively than Type Bs (Carver and Glass, ì978) and the nature of

this aggression to be hosti le rather than instrumental (Strube,

Turner, Cerro, Stevens, Hinchey, .l984; Check and Dyck' .l986).

Hard dr ivi nqlCompet i tive ach i evement strivino. ln relation to the

third component of the TABP, the research ind¡cates Type As have

relative to Type Bs have higher achievement scores (l.latthews and Saal,

1978¡ Gastorf and Teevan,l980); report receiving more honors and being

more active in high school athletics (Glass, 1977), reach higher

occupat iona I status (t¡Ja ldron, I978) ; and, rece ive more rewards f rom

the i r work (l'latthews, He lmre i ch, Beane and Lucker , .l980) 
.
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Further, the research suggests Type As: have excessively high and

often inflexible standards for performance despite their actual

performance not differing from Type Bs (Glass, 1977;Snow, 1978); bring

chalìenge even to situations in which there is no externaì demand to

perform wel ì (Gastorf, t98O) ¡ compete more with others (Van Egeren,

Abelton, and Thornton, 1978; Van Egeren, Sniderman and Raggeì in 1982i

Glass, 1977); and suppress subjective feel ings of fatigue during a

difficult task (Carver, Coìeman and Glass, 1976). Col lectively these

results suggest a high drive for achievement for Type As relative to

Type Bs

{sgessme¡t of lhs Type ! Behaviour Pattern

Assessment of the TABP in the I iterature mostly invoìves two

different types of measures; the Structured lnterview (Sl) and one of

several questìonnaires. Some of the self-report measures of the TABP

are the Jenkins Activity Survey (JAS), the Framingham Type A Scale,

and the Bortner Rating Scale. ln addition to these measurement

technigues, attempts have been made to assess the TABP with other

techniques such as the Bortner Performance Battery (Bortner 6

Rosenman,1967) and various assessments of speech styl istics (Friedman,

Brown and Rosenman, 1969; Schucker E Jacobs, 1977). Among these

variou,s measurement techniques, the most important one and the most

widely used has been the Sl.

The Sl, first used in

(WGCS) (Rosenman, Fr i edman,

the Vlestern Col laborative Group Study

Straus, Wurm, Jenkins, € Wurm,1966;
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Rosenman, Friedman, Straus, Jenkins, Zyzanski, Wurm, 1970; Rosenman,

Brand, Jenkins, Friedman, Straus, Wurm, 197Ð, consists of twenty-two

quest i ons assess i ng the TABP content. The quest i ons, wh i ch can be

elaborated by the interviewer, are asked in such a h/ay as to elicit

the TA.BP. Thus, the Sl assessment of the TABP depends upon two

factors, the exhibition of the TABP by the subject and the ability of

the interviewer to el icit such behaviour. During the interview, both

the content of the subject¡s responses and his/her overt behavior

(voice styl istics, speech pattern, tone of voice, motor behaviour,

potential for hostility) are assessed.

The reliabiìity of the Sl was assessed by test-retest reliabiìity

and interobserver rel iabi I ity. Using the WCGS data for ì000 subjects

the test-retest reliability was found to be r=.82 over a 12-20 month

period for the dichotomous A-B classification and somewhat lower using

the four point scale classification (Al,A2,B3,Bl+) (Jenkins, Rosenman

and Friedman, 1968). lnterobserver reliability was found to be between

75-902 (Caffrey, .l968; Jenkins, Rosenman & Friedman .l968; l,latthews,

Glass, Rosenman 6 Bortner, 1977). These results indicate good

rel i ab i I i ty for the i ntervi ew method of assessment.

The validity of a test indicates the extent to which it measures

what it purports to measure. The Sl, has been found to be associated

with the prevalence of CHD in several epidemiological studies such as

the WGCS (Rosenman, Friedman, Straus et al., 1966l' l97O;1975), and in

a prevalence study of CHD in 26 North American monasteries, (Caffrey,

1970i Quinlan, Barrow, Hoinuddin, .l968). ln addition to these

epidemiological studies, cl inical research indicates that there is an
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association between the TABP measured by the Sl and the recurrence of

myocardial infarction (Rosenman, Friedman, Jenkins et al., 1967;

Jenk i ns, Zyzanski and Rosenman , 1976) and the sever i ty of

atherosclerosis (Blumenthal, Wi I I iams, Kong et al .,1978; Frank, et

al., 1978; Krantz, Sanmarco, Silvester and l'latthews, 197Ð .

Furthermore, many psychoìogical and psychophysiologicaì studies

(l4atthews, .l982) support the validity of the Sl leading support to the

conclusion that it has high predictive and construct val idity.

type A Behaviour PeIIef¡ and Corona r y P ronenes s

The TABP concept as stated previously was developed by Rosenman
í

and Friedman as a result of their early systematic study of

behavioural characteristics which seemed to be predominant among

cardiac patients in comparison to non-cardiac patients. Support for

the TABP concept as a CHD risk factor, however, has come from both

epidemiologicaì and cl inical studies.

One of the most important studies associating the TABP with the

development of CHD is the Western Col laborative Group Study (Rosenman,

Friedman, Straus, Wurm, Jenkins, Wurm,1966¡ Rosenman, Friedman,

Straus, Jenkins, Zyzanski, et al., 1970; Rosenman, Brand, et al.,

197Ð. ln this study llll+ men free of CHD who were identified as Type

As and Bs were followed for a period of I l/2 years, The results of

the study indicated that Type A subjects had a higher incidence of CHD

in comparison to Type Bs, suggesting the TABP to be a risk factor. lt

was found that Type As had a 2,37 times more estimated risk in
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comparison to Type Bs. After adjustment for al I the standard risk

factors, Type As still had a 1.97 (p<.00.l) times more estimated risk

in comparison to Type Bs, leading the authors to concluderrit seems

clear that behavior pattern A indicates a pathogenic force operating

in addition to, as well as in conjunction with the classical risk

factors (Rosenman, et al., 1975, p.877) ."

The conclusion that the TABP is an independent risk factor is

further supported in another epidemiological study, the Framingham

Heart study (Haynes, Levine, Feinleib, Scotch and Kannel, 1978).

Here, the incidence of CHD in males classified as Type As was 1.9 (p <

.006) times greater in comparison to Type Bs in the 39-\9 years age

group, and 2.,| (p < .0015) times greater in the 50-59 years age group,

respectiveìy. Further evidence for the association of the TABP and

CHD comes from another large scale research Belgian Heart Disease

Prevention Project (Kornitzer, Kittel, De Backer E Dramaix, ì98.l). ln

this study, the association between the TABP and CHD was significant

in angina pectoris patients, patients with EKG abnormalities and a

history of heart disease. lt was also, found that those w¡th EKG

abnormal ¡ties without angina or any history of heart disease scored

higher on the speed and impatience subscale of the Type A measure.

ln addition to various epidemiological studies providing evidence

for the association of the TABP and CHD, cl inical research indicates

that the TABP is associated with greater risk of recurrent myocardial

infarction (t4l) (Rosenman, Friedman, Jenkins et al., 1967; Jenkins,

Zyzanski, Rosenman and Cleveland, 1971; Jenkins, Zyzanski and

Rosenman, 1976) and the severity of atherosclerosis (Blumenthal, Kong,

:
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Rosenman et al., 1975; Zyzanski, Jenkins, Ryan, Flessas and Everest,

1976; Frank, Hel ler, Kornfeld et al., 1978; Blumenthal, Wi ì I iams,

Kong, Schanberg and Thompson, 1978 Krantz, Sanmarco, Silvester, and

l'latthews , 197Ð .

These studies support the association of the TABP with CHD. As a

result, the TABP is sometimes referred to as "coronary prone

behaviour.rrHowever, as pointed out by the Review Panel on Coronary

Prone Behaviour and Coronary Heart Disease (Cooper, Detre, andSVJeiss,

l98l) designating the TABP as the coronary prone behaviour pattern

(CPBP) regardìess of reìationships described above, is not

recommended. First of all, the majority of the research is

correlational in nature and does not imply causation. ln addition, as

stated by the Review Panel, TABP may have broader health implications

and by using the term CPBP undue emphasis has been placed on the

predictive relationship of TABP with CHD. This relationship is sti I I

under investigation. Therefore, the Review Panel suggests the term

CPBP to be reserved to denote any behavioural manifestation under

consideration with respect to its relationship to CHD, which would

free CPBP from unnecassary restriction to TABP as well as broaden the

scope of TABP for other health impl ications. ln sum, considering the

points raised by the Review Panel, there is insufficient evidence to

suggest that the concepts of TABP and CPBP are isomorphic and can be

used interchangebly.

The above conclusion begs the question of the relation of the

TABP to the CPBP. The answer to this question is associated with the

mechanisms (psychological, physiological) through which the TABP
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predisposes one to CHD, which are largely unkown. The atheoretical

approach taken in Type A research at the beginning, led to an

accumulation of data and the establishment of the TABP as a construct

reìated to CHD, but also delayed integration and analysis of the two

constructs. The models to explain the association of the TABP and CHD

emerged within the last decade. Aìthough none of these models are

complete, they attempt to integrate the Type A area and generate

questions of 'why'andrhow' to understand the underlying mechanisms

of the TABP. Some of these models wi ll be presented in the next

sect i on.

llodeìs o'l Tvpe ! Behav i our

As stated above, TABP has been associated with increased risk of

CHD, but the underlying mechanism for this association is yet to be

known. However,there are several models proposing enhanced

sympathetic activity as the process predisposing individuals to CHD.

The psychologicaì processes which lead to sympathetic activity differ

from model to model.

For example, Scherwitz, Berton, and Leventhal (1978), argue that

Type As are more self-invoìved than Type Bs which accounts for both

the speech characteristics and autonomic reactions of Type A

individuals. Glass (1977), suggests that Type A behaviour reflects a

specific way of coping with stress in that Type A individuals attempt

to assert and maintain control more so than Type Bs, leading to

increased sympathetic activity. l'latthews and Siegel (1982) argue that
.l',
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another basis for Type A behaviour is a combination of a strong value

system favoring productivity and ambiguous standards for evaluating

the productivity. ln other words, as in the case of the other two

approaches, Type A behaviour reflects a value system emphasizing

'havingr rather than'being'mode of existence as an approach to life.

Having control over events, or having things which are ambiguousìy

defined, affirm the weìl-being that Type As struggle to keep at the

expense of CHD risk. These conceptualizalions assume that Type A

behaviour originates in interaction with the environment from a

psychological substrate. This then leads to the overt behaviours of

Type A and the associated pathogenic mechanisms through enhanced

sympathetic activity.

A d¡fferent, but not necessari ly incompatible view (Krantz and

Durel,.|983), conceptual izes Type A behaviour as originating from an

interaction of an underlying constitutionaì trait of sympathetic

reactivity and the individual's cognitive reactions to a particular

situation, including cogni tive information of peripheral sympathetic

responses. ln this approach, an underìying biological (e.g.,genetic)

or psychobiological factor (e.g.,ear I y cond i t ioni ng of phys i ologi cal

responses) is assumed to be at the basis of Type A behaviour and it is

suggested that there may be a bi-directionaì reciprocal relationship

between Type A behaviour and physioìogical reactivity. ln other

words, based on this biological substrate of reactivity, Type A

individuals may exhibit increased sympathetic activity in situations

perceived as chal lenging, and the perception of the peripheral

sympathetic responses can further enhance somatopsychic effects of

Type A behaviour.
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As is the case with the psychological approaches, this approach

has aìso gained empirical support. Pharmacological studies us¡ng beta

blockers and results of two coronary by-pass studies (ttahn, Kornfeld,

Frank, Heì ler, and Hoar, 1980; Krantz, Durel, Davia, Schaeffer,

Arabian, Dembroski and l'lacDougall, 1982) in which Type As exhibited

greater blood pressure magnitudes than Type Bs under general

anesthesia, suggest an underìying biological substrate of Type A

behav i our .

ln sumr seVêFâl concìusions can be derived from these various

approaches to explain the dynamics of the Type A behaviour pattern.

First, in conceptual izing TABP, any model should take into account

both psychological and physiological processes. Perhaps an important

issue in this regard is whether psychological processes lead to

physiological reactivity as indicated in psychological models or

whether there i s a dynam i c i nteract ion between the tr^ro as suggested by

Krantz and Durel (1983) . A second derivative issue to be considered

is whether the relationship between physiological and psychological

processes is static or dynamic. A third issue to be addressed is the

relationsh.ip of Type A behaviour to CHD. There may be various vrays to

conceptualize this relationship. A similar but narrower

classification of the relationship of Type A to CHD can also be seen

in the conclusions of the Review Panel (Cooper, Detre and l.Jeiss, l98l)

in which two models are presented. The first modeì proposes a direct

relationship between TABP and CHD with the mediating link being stress

related autonomic neuro-endocrine mechanisms. The.second model

conceptualizes TABP and CHD as a manifestation of a central aggressive
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constitutional trait, which may be a result of genetic andlor early

experiential factors. According to the second model, an aggressive

constitutional trait may show itself as TABP in the

psychophysiological context and as CHD in the somatic context. Given

the limited knowìedge we have about both TABP and CHD, it is not

preferabìe to make a decision among these alternate conceptual izations

at this point. The issue of the association of TABP with CHD, as well

as other possible health implications, need to be considered in the

future conceptual izations of the Type A construct.

Aqqress i on and Coronary

Since the introduction of the Type A behaviour pattern, a great

deal of research has been conducted and different viewpoints have been

of f ered to expla i n the psycholog ica I bas is of TABP. l'latthews (1982) ,

i nd i cates that the research assoc i ated wi th the psychol og i ca I

correlates of the TABP has focused on time urgency and the achievement

orientation components of the TABP. ln contrast there are

surprizingly few studies investigating the aggression component.

Beyond being a component of TABP which has been paid little attention,

aggression has also been associated with CHD independent of TABP

(Carruthers, 1969), suggesting a need for further investigation of

this component of TABP.

Aggression, has been defined in a var¡ety of ways in the

I iterature. From these definitions three components, the del ivery of

a noxious stimulus to another, the intent to injure by such delivery

Heart D i sease

.':
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and the expectancy of harming the victim appear to be the components

in deì ineating aggression. ln view of these components, aggression

can be considered as any form of behaviour including the delivery of

noxious stimul i directed toward the goal of harming and injuring

another living being with the expectation of reaching the goal and

having the intended effect. Two concepts closely associated with

aggression are anger and hosti I ity. Anger can be defined as an

emotional response with specific autonomic and skeletal-faciaì

componen*Ls (Buss, l96l). 0n the other hand, hostìlity can be defined

as an attitudinal response involving negative feel ings (ì I 1 wi I l) and

negative evaluations of peopìe and events which endures (Buss, l96l).

Research indicates a biological basis for aggression, and

physiological changes during aggression and anger which may be

associated with the increased risk of coronary heart disease

especiaì ly, when prolonged and exaggerated. ln I ine with these

physiological changes occurring during anger and aggression and the

increased risk of CHD, the analysis of the data from the Framingham

study (Haynes, Feinleib, and Kannel, 1980) indicate that anger

expression is related to CHD risk. ln this study, it was found that

men who did not show anger were at an increased risk of developing

CHD. ln the same study it was also found that not showing anger when

provoked, predicted the incídence of CHD in women independently when

standard risk factors and other psychosocial variables were

statistical ly control led. Simi larly, Barefoot, Dahlstorm, and Wi I I iams

(,l983) and Shekel le, Gale, 0stfeìd and 0glesby (lgg¡) found a

relationship between hostility and CHD. ln the Barefoot et al., study,
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individuals who scored high on the Cook and lledley (.1954) hostility

scaìe had a five-fold higher incidence of CHD during a 2i year

period. The results from Shekelìe et al., (lgg¡) study also indicated

that men who had high hostil ity scores also had a higher incidence of

CHD over a l0 year period. Both studies aìso found hostility scores to

predict mortal i ty.

Although, in these two studies the TABP was not assessed, based

on the physiological mechanisms related to anger and aggression

together with the results of the Framingham study (Haynes, et al.,

1980), it can be argued that aggression may be a mediating variabìe in

the development of CHD, independent of the TABP. One can speculate

that the ìonger the duration of anger/aggression, the longer the

sympathetic arousal wi I I be, creating physiological changes in the

system. As the number of such incidents of proìonged arousaì

increase, the risk of CHD will increase. This implies that anything

which decreases the duration of the sympathetic arousal, wi I I

decrease the impact of changes in the system. ln line with this,

Obrist (1981) argues that cardiac-somatic uncoupl ing in which there is

an exaggerated physiological response not matching the somatic

requirementsr puts the organism at risk.Overt aggression in the

presence of sympathetic arousal is consistent with cardiac-somatic

coupling, in that although there will be physiological changes in the

system due to arousal, these changes will not be exaggerated as in the

card i ac-somat i c uncoupl i ng. Second, overt aggress i on may at t imes hel p

to overcome a threat and therefore leading to decreased sympathet¡c

arousal or physiological catharsis. The results of the Framìngham
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study (Haynes, et al., 1980), in which anger expression was found to

be a variable predicting CHD, is suggestive of this line of thought.

Furthermore, other research provides some evidence that suppressed

hosti I i ty may be related to essential hypertension. For example'

Harburg, Erfurt, Chape, Hauerstei n, Schul I (1973) found that the

suppressed hosti I ity pattern, assessed by self-reports about anger

expression and gui ìt to hypothetical provocative situations, was

assoc i ated wi th el evated bl ood pressure (BP) I evel s i n bl ack

Americans. Simi I arly, in a later study (Harburg, Blakelock, and

Roeper, 197Ð, which investigated styìes of coping with anger

provocation ìt was found that reflective coping was associated

consistently with lower levels of BP in comparison to resentful

coping. ln the context of these resuìts, the roìe of anger expression

on physiological arousal needs to be considered.

fvpe A Behaviour P_e_t!eI¡ and Aggression

The research investigating the TABP also supports the importance

of hostility/aggression in relation to coronary heart disease. ln an

epidemiological study, Wi ì I iams (ì980), investigated the association

of TABP def ined by the Sl and hostility def ined by Cook and l'ledley

Hostility Scale (1954) with coronary occlusion in 424 male and femaìe

patients referred for coronary arteriography. The results indicated

that sex, hosti I i ty and TABP were independently reìated to CHD.

Furthermore, there was an increasing gradient of risk for CHD, low

hostility non-Type A females (12,5 percent) being on the low end of

the gradient and high hostility Type A males (82 percent) being on the
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high end. ln this study, however, both the Sl and the Cook and I'ledley

hosti I ity scales were administered after the participants had been

referred for arteriography. Thus, the study was retrospective and it

would be difficult to reach conclusions about the relationship of the

TABP and host i I i ty to CHD.

0n the other hand, two prospective studies, the WCGS and the

Frami ngham, establ i shed a clear relationship between the TABP,

hostility and development of CHD. These studies indicate that both

TABP and hostiì ity may be among the predisposing factors to CHD. ln a

reana I ys i s of the lrJCGS data I'tatthews, G I ass , Rosenman, and Bor tner

0977) appì ied factor analytic procedures to the individual Sl items

for each subject and the relationship of each factor score to the

development of CHD for a selected sample of 62 (73 percent Type A and

2/ percent Type B) CHD cases matched with .l24 
non-CHD control group.

The results indicated a grouping of five factors for the Sl items

which were labeled: competitive drive, past achievements, non-job

achievement, impatience, and speed. Among these factors, only

competitive drive and impatience were related to CHD. Within these

two factors, the means of four of the eíght individuaì items were

significantly higher for CHD cases in comparison to non-coronary

control group. These items were: explosive voice modulation,

potential for hosti I ity, irritation at waiting in I ines, and vigorous

answers, which suggest that vigour, drive, impatience and hosti I i ty

are important factors closely associated with CHD risk.

S imi I arly, the resul ts of the Frami ngham study (Haynes et al .,

1978) indicated a relationship between TABP, hosti I ity and CHD, both
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among females and males. ln this study, a J00 item questionnaire,

including items for self-reported rype A behaviour, anger symptoms and

anger management, h,as administered to ì6l4 coronary-free individuals.

The results indicated that anger symptoms (e.g., when angry do you

feel hot?) correlated with both the TABP and future CHD. However, in

terms of anger express i on, not show¡ ng (anger- i n) or d i scuss i ng

(anger-discuss) anger was found to predict the deveìopment of CHD

whi le overt anger expression (anger-out) did not. This relationship

between suppressed anger and cHD was found to be i ndependent of rABp

and CHD. The resuìt reìated to anger symptoms is cons¡stent with the

conceptual ization of the TABP. Simi larly, the resutts of anger

expression are in line with the studies in catharsis research

suggesting the role of anger in the development of CHD being probably

wider in scope than TABP. ln the context of anger expression and

TABP, Hicks and Hodgson (1981) investigated the relationship of overt

versus covert hosti I ity and TABP. The results suggested that although

Type As and Type Bs do not differ in covert hostiì ity, Type As express

more overt hostility than Type Bs. This result, viewed in conjunction

with the resuìts of the VICGS (l'latthews et al., 1977) and Framingham

study (Haynes et al., 1978) indicates that Type As appear to be more

openly hostile than Type Bs, and hostility is related to CHD. 0n the

other hand, based on the Framingham study and research in

hypertension, i t appears that another var iable rel ated to hosti ì i ty

and increased cHD risk independent of rABP is anger expression. ln

the context of these results it can be argued that increased

hostility, as seen in TABP, increases the risk of cHO. However, those

Type As who do not express their hostility are perhaps at a greater
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risk of CHD than those who do express since suppressed hostility is

a I so assoc i ated wi th CHD i ndependent of TABP.

ln regard to experimental research, several studies of TABP

, prov i ded some i ns i ght to i ts aggress i on component. Dembrosk i ,

l'lacDougall, Herd, Shields (197Ð, categorized subjects on tv',o

dimensions, A/B and hostility/competition, on the basis of Sl.

Subjects were then given a cold pressor and the reaction time task in

high and low chaìlenge situations. lt was found that Type As show

high physiological arousaì under hígh chaì lenge si tuations. Yet, a

group of Type As under ìow chaì lenge, identified as high in

hosti I itylcompetition, showed comparable physiological arousal to Type

As in high challenge situations. Thus, Dembroski et al., (1979)

concluded that high hosti le Type As may perceive even mi Idly

challenging situations as highly challenging and therefore respond

with excessive cardiovascular arousal. ln another study, Carver and

Glass, (.l978) found that JAS defined Type As delivered more shocks to

a confederate in the Buss teacher-learner paradigm in comparison to

Type Bs following harassment during a difficult task. Since in this

study, harassment by the confederate was confounded with frustrated

effort during provocation, in a second study Carver and Glass,

included a frustration only condition. The results of this study

indicated that both harassment and frustration lead Type As to behave

aggressively but the significant A/B difference occurred fol lowing

frustration. There were no physiological measures or self-report

measures of anger (i.e., motivation to behave aggressively) taken in

th i s study.
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Glass et al., (ì980) assessed physiological arousal during

competit¡on which may be interpreted as a physiological correlate of

instrumental aggression. lt was found that Sl defined Type As showed

an increase in catecholamines and cardiovascular indices compared to

Type Bs during the competitive pong game foì lowing harassment. There

was no difference in physiological indices between Type As and Bs

during competition in the condition where there was no prior

harassment. The observed physiological arousal in Type As following

harassment by the confederate, may lead one to speculate that Type As

were more angered by harassment than Type Bs. However, s i nce the

investigators did not evaluate the degree of competition which may be

interpreted as. a form of aggression during the game and did not assess

whether Type As were more angered than Bs by harassment i t i s

difficult to draw firm concìusions. 0n the basis of existing

research, one can argue that prior frustration and/or harassment are

powerful stressors in eliciting A/B differences in anger and

aggression. However, the questions of l) whether pr ior frustration

leads to A/B differences in physiological arousal and 2) whether

harassment leads lo A/B differences in aggression in addition to

increased physioìogical arousal remain to be answered.

ln a study relevant to the first question, Zurawski and Houston,

(lg8¡) examined the physiological and self-report responses to an

anger inducing frustration manipulation, of JAS defined Type As and

Bs., Subjects worked on an Etch a Sketch task with a confederate in an

attempt to gai n a pr i ze. I n the frustration condi tion, subject's

effort to gain the prize was thwarted whereas in the no frustration
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condi tion the confederate co-operated wi th the subject. The

examination of physioìogical responses (BP and GSR) and the self-

report measures (llAACL) indicated the manipuìation was successful.

Thus, frustrated subjects had higher blood pressure and skin

resistance and higher overall scores on the I4AACL compared to non-

frustrated subjects. However,the analyses of the data after the

frustration manipulation indicated only a significant A/B nain effect

for skin resistance suggesting Type As were more aroused than Type Bs.

No other main effect or interaction reached statistical significance

leading the researchers to conclude that Type As were not more angered

than Type Bs. Based on these results it was argued that the JAS may

not be adequately measuring the hosti I ity component of Type A

behaviour pattern and this may account for the results. Aìthough this

argument is a possibility, considering that items assessing hostility

are underrepresented in the JAS (l'latthews, 1982) and the low

correlations of the JAS with physiological responses, there is also

the possibiì ity that these results may be due to some other factors

such as the task, given other studies such as Carver and Glass' (.l978)

which found significant A/B differences in behavioural measures after

frustration using the JAS to classify the subjects. lt seems that in

Zurawski and Houston's study the task demands were such that despite

frustration i t was benefícial for subjects to behave cooperatively

with the confederate especial ly when there was a prize involved. ln

order to cooperate with the confederate it is possible that the

subjects needed to suppress hosti I i ty. Under such condi tions i t would

seem there shouìd be an increase in physiological arousal and the

results of the GSR are in this direction whereas for the question of
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the other physiological indices not reaching significance several

arguments can be made.

First, the task may be perceived as too easy or too difficult by

, the Type As which may lead to beliefs of overcontrol or undercontrol

which wi I ì mask physiological arousal. The I iterature suggest that

A/B differences in arousaì usualìy occur with intermediate task

d¡fficulty. Second, with tasks which involve movement cardiovascular

indices may not be the best assessment technique in that the main

function of the cardiovascular system is the distribution of the blood

to the organ systems and when there is a high degree of activity

involved in a task the expected difference in physiologicaì arousal

due to the task may be overruled by the arousaì due to activity. ln

such cases measures I ike GSR may reflect sympathetic arousal more

accurately which may be the case in Zurawski and Houston's (1983)

study. Accordingly, one should investigate the responses of Type As

in a situation that is moderately challenging in which it is

beneficial for them to cooperate despite frustration producing

elements in the situation.

ln another study (Strube, Turner, Cerro, Stevens and Hinchey,

1984) the behaviour of Type As and Bs was investigated in a situation

in which they experienced task frustration and demands of the

situation did not have a direct consequence over the subjectsl

performance. ln other words, in this study which used Buss teacher

learner paradigm teaching the confederate a concept using positive or

negative feedback had no direct effect on the subject but possibly an

i nd i rect effect by sat i sfact i on through success i n the teacherrs rol e
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as weìl as the poss¡bility of gaining a prize by being a good teacher.

subjects were classified on the basis of the JAS as Type As or Bs and

were assigned to either one of two conditions, frustration by being

unsuccessful in solving a puzzle or no frustration. Then they were

asked to teach a confederate concepts in the Buss teacher-learner

paradigm in one of the two feedback situations.' ln the partial

feedback situation, subjects were al lowed to transfer the numerical

value of the reward to the confederate but were not allowed to

transfer the numericaì value of a fine when the confederate bras wrong.

ln other words, the magnitude of fines had no extrinsic vaìue in

helping the confederate learn. ln the ful I feedback situation

subjects were allowed to transfer the value of both the rewards and

the fines. ln the latter condition feedback may have had a value in

helping the confederate learn. The analysis performed on the first
ten trials in which the confederate bJas wrong in both conditions in

the fuìl feedback conditions indicated frustrated Type Bs did not use

fines greater in magnitude than nonfrustrated rype Bs, and frustrated

Type As showed a decrease in the magnitude of fines compared to

nonfrustrated Type As. ln contrast to the full feedback situation, in

the partial feedback situation it was found that frustrated rype As

used high magnitude of fines than nonfrustrated Type As whereas there

was no significant difference among the Type Bs. These results

indicate that prior task frustration could lead to more aggression in

Type As as compared to Type Bs when the utilizatÍon of fines will not

help the confederate to learn (i.e., hostile aggression in that ¡t is

aimed to hurt another individual).
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The study by Strube et al., (1984) is in line with the Carver

and Glass (1978) study and provides further evidence that frustration

is a powerfuì stressor to lead Type As to behave more aggressively.

Furthermore, it adds to Carver and Glassrs study that there are

situationaì determinants which may lead or inhibit aggression as it

may be the case in Zurawski and Houston (lg8l) study. Nevertheìess,

there are some problems in Strube et al.rs study which were addressed

in another study by Check and Dyck, (1986). First of all as argued by

Check and Dyck, (1986) there u/as no direct evidence indicating Type As

were behaving aggressively out of the desire to hurt the confederate

and secondìy the confederate h/as not responsible for the prior task

frustration. Therefore, Check and Dyck, (1986) used rejection by the

confederate instead of the prior task frusration used in Strube et

al.ts (1984) study. ln addition the ìnstructions in the Check and

Dyck study made it clear to the subjects that negative feedback

i nterf eres w i th 'l earn i ng. I n other words., subj ects were aware that i f

they increased the magnitude, of the negative feedback this would not

help the learner. The researchers in this study also assessed the

motives of the subjects for aggressing by including a questionnaire at

the end of the experiment.

As in Strube et aì.rs (1984) study, Check and Dyck (.l986)

classified subjects as Type As or Type Bs on the basis of the JAS.

The paradigm used to measure aggression was a modified version of the

ESP procedure (Halamuth, 1983). ln this procedure subjects are asked

to send numbers by ESP to the confederate who wi I I try to guess these

numbers. The subjectrs job is to provide feedback to the confederate
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for their response. The subjects in this study who were angered by

the confederate prior to the task by a negative evaluation hrritten by

the confederate, were asked to use monetary points in one condition

and noise in another condition to give feedback to the confederate

during the ESP task. Subjects were informed in the instructions that

the negative feedback interferes with the task. Results of the study

indicated that level of punishment del ivered to the confederate

correlated significantly with the reported desire to hurt the

confederate assessed by the post experimentaì questionnaire in both

conditions (monetary points or noise). This suggests that punishment

level is associated with hosti ìe aggression. Furthermore, it was

found that Type As behaved more aggressively and aìso reported more

desire to hurt the confederate in comparison to Type Bs. This study

clearly demonstrates that Type As tend to resort to hostile aggression

more so than Type Bs. However since prior task provocation was not

manipulated one can only speculate that provocation may be the basis

of the observed hostile aggression in the study and this needs to be

investigated empirical ly. Furthermore, in Check and Dyckrs (1986)

study as well as Strube et al.,rs study the subjects use of larger

magnitudes of fines had no direct consequence for them. ln other

words, the subjects had nothing to ìose personally if they resorted to

using larger magnitudes of fines when the confederate guessed wrong.

The nature of the task was also based on guessing. Thus, when the

confederate guessed wrong most of the time, it did not reflect much on

the competence of the subject. ln other words, subjects knew that

negative reinforcement might interfere with the task but there was not

all that much to do other than reducing the negative reinforcement
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magn¡tudes to succeed in the ESP task for after all it was presented

as a guessing task. This situation may enhance the subjectrs position

that he had nothing to lose personally if he resorted to using higher

magnitudes of fines.

0n the other hand, in real life situations it is rare that

individuaìs when provoked can resort to hosti le aggression without

having personal consequences. Frequently in real life situations

people may be provoked but because of either real or imagined personaì

consequences invoìved in resorting to aggression they may be inhibited

in their behaviour. ln other words, Type As who showed hosti le

aggression when there were no personal consequences attached to the

behaviour may not necassarily do so in a situation which implies

personal consequences. Therefore, as an eXtension of Check and Dyck's

(1986) and Strube and et al.'s (ì984) study, it is necessary to

evaluate hostile aggression observed in Type As in these studies, in a

situation where Type As and Type Bs are provoked but there are

personal consequences attached to resorting to aggression

Glass and et al.'s (1980) study suggests that when provoked by

harassment by the confederate Type As show more physiological arousal

during a competitive game compared to Type Bs. Both Strube et al.rs

(198/+) and Check and Dyckrs (1986) study as well as Carver and Glass¡

(1978) study which studied aggression in Type As directly did not use

any physioìogical measures. An argument which has been made in the

literature by several researchers such as lllolf , (1971), for the high

prevalence of CHD despite increased technology and knowledge about

diseases is that the structure of the most societies at present
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inhibits certain behaviours. The events. which may lead to these

behaviours, however, mây be present moreso than the past. Thus, the

events which lead to arousal prepares the individual to respond

actively (fight/flight) but the individuals most of the time can not

engage in such responses and must inhibit behaviour, leading to an

exaggerated card i ovascu I ar response. Accord i ng to these researchers,

this exaggerated cardiovascular response in the ìong run may

predispose individuals to CHD by hypertension and/or atherosclerosis.

From this point of view, l.Jolf considers CHD as a price that we pay for

'civilízationr.

Although Wolf's argument in associating CHD with rcivi I izationl

is highly speculative, physiological studies as wel I as research in

catharsis is in line with this speculation. Thus, while due to the

mediating variables involved it is more complex than merely the simpìe

opportunity of expressing anger determining physiological arousal,

catharsis research (eg, Hokanson, l96l; Hokanson, 1962; Hokanson and

Burgess, 1962; Hokanson, Burgess and Cohen, 1963; Van Egeren, Abelton,

and Thornton, ì978) suggests that when provoked individuals are given

the opportunity to aggress, the physiological arousal as a resuìt of

provocation decreases in comparison to individuals who are not given

this opportunity. lnstead, such physiological arousal is maintained

in individuals who can not express anger behavioural ly.

ln line with these studies one can speculate that Type As

relative to Type Bs are more sympathetical ly aroused in certain

situations, such as when there is a threat to their self-esteem in

comparison to Type Bs and may engage in aggressive behaviours.
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However, when this aggressive behaviour has personaì consequences Type

As may inhibit this behaviour which will lead to an exaggerated and

prolonged physiological arousal in comparison to Type Bs.

Furthermore, because of the Type A characteristics Type As may

experience a higher frequency of such incidences than do Type Bs which

may put them at a hígher risk to deveìop CHD.

Tle Purpose of the Studv

The main purpose of this study was to investigate the relation

of behavioural aggression and physiological responses to each other in

Type A and B individuals and to evaluate the extent to which such

responses are med i ated by provocat i on and conf I i ct. The des i gn of the

study was 2x2x2 factoriaì design with behaviour pattern (Type A, Type

B), provocation (negative evaluation, neutral evaìuation) and the

situation (confl ict, no confl ict) being the independent variables.

The paradigm used was the Buss teacher-learner paradigm using

noise as feedback. The task was a concept formation task perceived as

diff¡cult by most subjects. The subjects were asked to teach the

confederate the concepts by using noise for the incorrect responses

and points for the correct responses. ln both situations (confl ict,
no confl ict) the subjects were told that negative feedback might

interfere with learning. Furthermore, in the conflict situation the

subjects were instructed that in the second phase of the experiment

the teacher brould reverse roles with the learner. lt was expected

that these instructions would create confl ict in using intense noise
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since the subjects could expect retal iation from the confederate. Due

to the assumption that the expectancy of punishment (presence of

punishment cues) may inhibit aggressive behaviour, the conflict was

enhanced by i ns truct i ng the subj ect that there Ì^rou I d be a va I ued

reward for the best learner among them. lt was expected that this

would create a conflict in that on the one hand the subject can expect

retaliation from the confederate and on the other hand will desire to

earn the reward by being the better learner.

ln the no confl ict situation, the subjects were told that they

would be the learner in a second session with another teacher. Thus,

the expectancy of being in the learner's position was the same as in

the conflict situation but the possibility of retaliation by the

confederate did not exist. As in the confl ict condition the subjects

in this condition were told that the best learner among the two of

them would earn a valued reward.

The dependent variables measured in the study were aggressive

behaviour defined as the noise intensity and the duration used for

incorrect responses seìf-report measures of affect, self-report

measure of the subjectrs motives in the experiment as well as

physiological measures of heart rate, systol ic bìood pressure and

diastol ic blood pressure.

:::
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H ypot hes es

Hypotheses for behavioural aqqression

l) Type As would use higher intensities of noise for incorrect

responses i n compar i son to Type Bs.

2)Provoked subjects would use higher intensities of noise for

incorrect responses in comparison to non-provoked subjects.

3)fne subjects in the no-confì ict situation would use higher

intensities of noise for incorrect responses in comparison to subjects

in the confl ict situation.

4) Type As would use higher intensities of noise for íncorrect

responses when provoked in the no-confl ict situation than Type Bs.

HyÞotheses for self-report measures of affect (t4AACL)

l) Type As would report more anger and hostility than Type Bs.

2) Provoked subjects would report more anger and hostility than

nonprovoked subjects.

3) The subjects in the confl ict situation wouìd report more

anger and hosti ì ity than the subjects in no-confl ict situation.

:ì I
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4) Type As would report more anger and

i n the conf I i ct s i tuat i on than provoked Type

situation.

hosti I i ty when provoked

Bs in the conflict

Hypot heses for self-report measure of motivation to hurt

l) Type As wouìd report more desire to hurt the confederate than

Type Bs.

2) Provoked subjects would report more desire to hurt the

confederate than non-provoked subjects.

3) The subjects in the no-confl ict situation would report more

desire to hurt the confederate than the subjects in the conflict

situation.

4) Type As in the no-conflict situation who are provoked would

report more desire to hurt the confederate than Type Bs under the same

c i rcumstances.

Hypotheses for physioloqical measures

1) Type As wouìd show more physiological arousal as indexed by

in blood pressure and heart rate than Type Bs.r ncrease

2) Provoked subjects would show more physiological arousal than

non-provoked subjects.
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Ð The subjects

physiological arousal

in the confl ict situation would show more

than the subjects in the no-conflict situation.

,l+) Type As in the confìict situation who are provoked would show

, more physiological arousal than Type Bs in the same situation.
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I'lETHOD

Sub i ec ts

Subjects were .l07 volunteer, male students recruited from

lntroductory Psychoìogy classes at the University of l,tanitoba.

During the first session of the study, after obtaining informed

consent al I subjects were given a heaìth questionnaire, several self-

report measures and the Structured lnterview to classify Type A

behaviour. 0n the basis of the health questionnaire developed for the

purposes of this study (see Appendix A) and taking blood pressure and

heart rate readings al I s!.¡bjects, except one, brere judged to be in

good health and were invited to participate the second session of the

study (ie.ttre experiment). During the second session, I subjects had

to be dropped due to equipment probìems (N=3) and the detected

suspiciousness revealed during the post-experimental interview about

the purpose of the study (N=5). 0n the basis of the Structured

lnterview, of the remaining 97 subjects 55 were classified as Type As

and 42 r^rere classif ìed as Type Bs. Their age ranged from l7 to 48

years (l,1ean=.l9) , weight ranged f rom 110 to 22j lbs. (l4ean=165) and

height ranged from fft 6 inches to 6 tt 5 inches 1¡"¿¡=5 ft I inches).

All subjects except two reported engaging in some form of exercise

(l,lean=4 times a week) . Al I subjects received exper imental credit

hours for thei r participation.
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l4easur es

The Structured lnterview The student form of the Sl which was util ized

in this study' consists of a total of 22 questions which evaìuate the

, competition, hosti I ity ande time urgency components of the TABp. The

interview ratings are based both on the content of the answers and the

styl istics (eg, posture, tone of voice, potentiaì for hosti I ity).

Based on the interview ratings subjects can be categorized into one of

five types: A-1, A-2, X, B-3, and B-l+. The Type A-l represents an

individuaì who exhibits extreme time urgency, competition, and

hostility. The Type A-2 though similar to Type A-l in terms of

behaviour represents an individuaì who exhibits moderate degree of

time urgency, competition and hostility whereas Type B-J and Type B-4

categories describe individuals who relativeìy lack time

urgency,competition and hostility. The Type X ,category which defines

l0? of the population on the other hand, represents individuals who

exhib¡t both rype A and Type B characteristics equally. The Sl as an

assessment technique of the TABP has been used in many studies and it
has good reìiability and validity.

ln this study the interviews were conducted by the author who

uras trained by D.Dyck who in turn was trained by R.Rosenman. The taped

interviews were rated by two trained raters (ru.9. ê D.D.) at the end

the study. The interrater reliability h,as calculated to be 80.\32 in

the first instance (n=44). Subjects who were rated as Type As or Type

Bs by both raters independently were classified as Type As and rype Bs

respectively. The disagreements were resolved by rating the tapes

second time together which increased the interrater rel iabi ì i ty to
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95.652. The interviews on which an aggrement could not be reached were

d i scarded (n=2) .

Sel f-repor t measures Dur i ng the exper i ment subj ects were adm i n i stered

severaì questionnaires. They are described below.

A) f'lultiple Affect Adiective Check LÍst (t4AACL)

The t'lAACL (Zuckerman and Lubin, 1965) is a self -report measure

consisting of 132 adjectives that subjects check as descriptive of

current (state scale) or general (trait scale) feelings. The l'lAACL has

three subscales, hostility, anxiety and depression. The internal

reliabiìity of the scales, range between .72 and.92 for the

university students (Zuckerman and Lubin, 196Ð , The test-retest

rel iabi I ity coefficients over a 7-day period indicate low and

occasional ly moderate rel iabì I ity for university student popuìation [r

(range) = . ì5 - .68]. However, the test-retest rel iabi I i ty for

psychiatric patients over the same time period indicate significantly

high correlations [r (anxiety) =.77, r (depression) =.79, r

(hostility)=.84]. Thus, given the fact that most people in normal

population fìuctuate in mood more so than a psychiatric population it

can be concluded that I4AACL has test-retest reliability. Studies in

the context of examination anxiety, hypnotical ìy induced anxiety,

perceptual isoìation, stage fright, arousal inducing movies in

addition to cìinical studies and drug studies (see Zuckerman and

Lubin, 196Ð indicate val idity of the |ìAACL.
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E) Expectations Ouestionnaire

This measure developed in the context of this study is a

7 point scale measuring the expectations of the subject related

, task and the ìearner.

/ item

to the

g) l,lot ivat i on uestionnaire

This measure simi larly developed in the context of this study

consists of l4 items on a / point scale measuring attributions and

intentions of the subject.

ln addition to these measures two other scales were used for the

provocat i on man i pul at i on.

q) Survey of Att i tudes

The survey of Attitudes (Bryne,197l) is a !6 item questionnaire

measuring attitudes on a var¡ety of issues. The reìiability and the

validity of the instrument has been shown in a variety of studies in

the context of the attraction paradigm (Bryne, 1971). For the purposes

of this study ! items were selected from this instrument.

E) lnterpersonal Judoement Scale (lJS)

This measure developed in the context of the attraction paradigm

(Bryne,1971) consists of the evaìuation of another person on 6

questions, the continuum ranging from highly negative to highly

positive on a 7 point scaìe.
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Equ i pment

A) Wh i t taker Pu I se l.Ja tch

Heart rate was measured continously during the experiment by a

vJhíttaker Pulse watch interfaced with a computer sampl ing signals

every five seconds. The signals were picked up by a transducer

attached to the middle finger of the subjectrs nondominant hand and be

transferred to the computer.

g) Amerec-160 Vital Signs t'lonitor

The b lood pressure measures r^/ere taken by th i s i nstrument us i ng

event sampì ing during the base I ine and the structured interview. The

b lood pressure of the subj ect ì¡/as measured at the beg i n í ng and at the

end of the relaxation and at four different points during the

i ntervi ew. Th i s gave ! sampl e poi nts for the i ntervi ew. Dur i ng the

experiment bìood pressure was again measured using an event sampì ing.

lleasures were taken at the begining and the end of the relaxation,

after provocation, after the task and at the end of the study.

Exoer i mental Task

The task required subjects to learn a concept. The concept to

be learned was the rule or the formula in various arithmetic and

geometric series which would predict the next number occurring in the

series. For example, 2 ,5 ,6 ,9 is such a series in which the

numbers increase by adding J and I in succession to. the numbers. The

learner was expected to predict the next number occurring in the
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series (lO in this case), by inducing the rule governing the serial

pattern.

The task consisted of ì! series. The subject h/as asked to

, present these series one by one to the confederate and to give

positive and negative feedback to the confederate. lf the answer was

correct the subject was told to give positive feedback (ie,points)

whereas if the answer was incorrect the subject was told to give

negative feedback (ie,noise). The subjects therefore did not choose

type of feedback but rather levels of positive or negative feedback.

The answers of the confederate were predetermined by the experimenter

such that l0 out ot l5 t¡mes the answers were wrong.

P rocedu r e

The study was conducted in two sessions. ln the first session,

the subjects h,ere informed that the research involved studying the

reìationship between I ife styles and physiological functioning and

that he would be interviewed regarding his I ife style, given several

questionnaires to complete and that his heart rate and bìood pressure

would be monitored. During this session, after obtaining informed

consent each subject was first asked to relax for l5 minutes listening

to a relaxation tape. The relaxation script was used in another study

(Janisse, Edguer and Dyck, 1986) and was found to be effective in

inducing relaxation. At the begining of the relaxation session blood

pressure was recorded and the transducer to monitor heart rate

continously was attached to the middle finger of the subjectrs
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nondominant hand. Then the subject was left alone for 15 minutes to

relax I istening to the tape recorded relaxation script. This l5
minutes period of relaxation served as an experimentaì basel ine. At

the end of the relaxation period subjectts bìood pressure was recorded

aga i n.

ln the second stage of this session, the subject was given the

Structured lnterview for the classification of Type A behaviour. gnce

again the subjectrs blood pressure hras recorded at the begining of the

interview and from there on at specific points of the interview using

event sampling. Heart rate r¡/as recorded continously. The subjectrs

responses to the interview were tape recorded.

ln the final stage' the subject was given several questionnaires

of interest to be completed. After the completion of the

questionnaires, the subject was given experimental credit for his

participation and an appointment was made for the second session,

which was presented to the subject as an independent project from the

f i rst one rel ated to I earn i ng.

ln the second session, the participants were the subject and the

confederate who was an undergraduate psychology student trained to
role play the 'ìearner' in this experiment. upon arriving to the

labarotory, the subject was introduced to the confederate who posed as

a fellow student participating to the experiment. First the subject

and the conf ederate l^rere g iven a br i ef i ntroduct ion to the exper iment

in which they were told that the researchers are ¡nterested in

studying the relationship of physiological arousal to learning. ln

)
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the context of the Buss teacher-learner paradigm, the subject and the

confederate v"ere informed that there would be a teacher and a learner

in this experiment and that the teacher would be asked to teach

concepts to the learner. The subject then, was told that on the basis

of the participation sequence to the experiment the subject would be

the teacher the f i rst t ime around.

After this brief introduction the subject and the confederate

were left alone in the room for a few minutes as the experimenter

checked the equipment in the adjacent room. During this short period,

the confederate was asked to converse with the subject on the basis of

the arranged script and depending on the condition which the subject

u/as assigned to with regard to the provocation variable, either to
present as an unfriendly or a friendly person, to create consistency

with respect to the behaviour of the confederate in the later portion

of the exper i ment .

The subjects were randomly assigned to one of the four

cond i t i ons of the exper iment. These cond i t i ons were created by the

manipulations of provocation and confl ict as descibed below.

Provoca tion-confl ict . The subjects in this condition were

presented with an attitude questionnaire supposedly completed by the

confederate but actually completed by the experimenter on the basis of

the subjectrs attitude questionnaire such that there was 80%

disagreement between the attitudes of the subject and the

confederate. ln addition to this disagreement, subjects received the

standard negative evaluation and the negative lnterpersonal Judgement
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Scales from the confederate. The confl ict manipulation, consisted of

the instruction that a) negative feedback might interfere wi th

ìearning b) that the subject would change pìaces with the learner

(ie,confederate) in the second phase of the experiment c) the person

with the better performance would receive a valued reward.

Provoc t i on-no confl ict. The subjects in this condition were

presented with the 802 disagreement attitude questionnaire followed by

the standard negat i ve eva I uat i on and the I nterpersona I Judgement Sca I e

as reflecting the impressions of the confederate of them, as in the

first condition. However, the conflict manipulation was deìeted by

telling subjects that in the second phase of the experiment a new

subject would become his teacher.

No nrovocat i on-c f lict . The subjects in this condition were

presented wi th an att i tude quest i onna i re ref I ect i ng goB aggreement

between the attitudes of the subject and the confederate on the issues

presented in the Attitude Questionnaire. ln addition to this
aggreement subjects received the standard neutral evaluation and the

I nterpersona I Judgement sca I e as ref I ect i ng the impress i ons of the

confederate of them. The ¡nstructions subjects received for the task

was the same as the second condition.

No Drovoca t i on-no confl ict. The instructions subjects received

in this condition for the task were the same as the first condition

however, unl ike the first condition subjects were presented with the

attitude questionnaire reflecting 8oå aggreement between the subject

and the confederate and received the standard neutraì evaluation and

I
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the lnterpersonal Judgement Scale as reflecting the impressions of the

confederate of them.

The experiment was carried in the fol lowing order. After the

experimenterrs return to the research room, subjects were presented

with the tape recorded instructions that they would be asked to relax

for l5 minutes in separate rooms listening to a relaxation tape,

fol lowed by the experiment. Fol lowing these instructions, the

confederate was taken to another room, the subject's blood pressure

was recorded and after the attachment of the heart rate monitor to the

subject the relaxation session was started. During the relaxation

stage, the subjects I istened to the relaxation tape in a quiet room

and tried to relax. At the end of the relaxation, the subjectrs bìood

pressure was again recorded.

After this period of relaxation to obtain an experimental

basel ine of physiological activity, the subjects were given the

shortened version of the Attitude Survey (Bryne, l97l) supposedly

ref I ect i ng the confederate's att i tudes. The stated rat i ona ì e for the

exchange of attitudes was that thís variable was known to influence

the learn i ng process . The subj ects v\,ere asked to wr i te an eva I uat ion

of the confederate and complete the lnterpersonal Judgement Scale on

the basis of their impressions and the confederaters attitudes, to be

exchanged between them. Subj ects i n the provocat i on cond i t i ons

received an attitude questionnaire disagreeíng 8o? with their

attitudes while the subjects in the no provocation conditions received

an attitude questionnaire agreeing 80? with their attitudes.

I
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After the subject compìeted his evaluation, the evaluations were

exchanged. Subjects in the provocation conditions received a negative

evaìuation and a negative lnterpersonal Judgement Scale, whi le

subjects in the no provocation conditions received a neutral

evaluation and lnterpersonal Judgement Scale. At this point the

subject's blood pressure was recorded again and following this the

l4uì t ipl e Af f ect Adj ect ive Check L i st (l4AACL) , (Zuckerman E

Lubin,196Ð, and the Expectations Questionnaire were administered with

the rationale that mood and expectations are known to be two other

factors affect i ng I earn i ng. The subj ect and the confederate i n

separate rooms, u,ere then given condition specific instructions about

the task. After the task was clear to the subject, he was left alone

to serve as a teacher in administering positive feedback (i.e.,points

from I to 7) to correct and negative feedback (i.e.,noise from I to 7)

to i ncor rect responses generated by a preprogammed computer . l,Jhen the

l! series creating the task were completed the subjectrs blood

pressure was recorded aga in and the l'1AACL and the l.lot ivat ion

Questionnai re were admi ni stered. After the completion of these

questionnaires, the subject r^/as interviewed by the experimenter in

regard to the experiment and was administered a post-experimental

questionnai re. Then the subject was debriefed and given experimental

cred i ts for the exper i ment.
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RESULTS

The data for each of the dependent variables were anaìyzed by

ana ì yses of var i ance (AN0VA) and post hoc compar i sons us i ng Dunn's

, procedure (Dunn, l96l). ln this section, the results will be

presented in the context of the hypotheses of the study. The

significance level was set at p < .05, but the results at

probabilities of p < .ì0 wilì also be reported.

Behav i oura I Aopress i on

Noi se Level

The analysis was a 2 x 2 x 2 x lo repeated measures factorial
design with Type A behaviour, provocation and conflict as factors for

the levels of noise selected by the subjects. The analysis indicated

that provoked subjects used significantly higher levels of noise than

did nonprovoked subjects. F (1,89¡=.|3.6.|, p ( .004. There was also a

significant interaction between behaviour type and noise levels

selected over the l0 incorrect responses, F(9,783)=1.91, p < .04. A 2

x 2 x 2 x 5 anaìysis of the first five trials and the last five trials
indicated that Type Bs showed a tendency to use higher ìevels of noise

during the first five trials, F(1,89)=3.85, p (.05. This effect can

be seen in Figure l.

-f
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Figure l. Noise ìevels selected by Type A and Type B subjects

over trials.

No i se Durat i on

Subjects in the confìict condition used significantly longer

durations of noise than did subjects in the no-confl ¡ct condition,

F (l,89) =3.75, p < .05. A signif icant provocation by trials

interaction showed that, provoked subjects used longer durations of

noi se over tr iaì s i n compar i son to non-provoked subjects,

F (9,80.l)=2.02, p < .034. A significant behaviour type by provocation

by trials interaction (F (9,801)=2.89, p < .002) indicated that

nonprovoked Type As used shorter durations of noise over time in

comparison to other groups. This interaction is shown in Figure 2.
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F igure 2. Noi se duration as a function of behaviour type,

provocation and tr ials.

This interaction described between provocat¡on,behaviour type

and trials was also influenced by conflict, as indicated by a

significant interaction between behaviour type, provocation, confl ict

and trials. (F (9,801)=2.07, P<.029). The nonprovoked Type As in the

confl ict condition used significantly shorter durations of noise in

comparison to the other groups in the confl ict condition.

46
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Tabl e I

l'leans and standard dev i at ions ( i n paranteses) of no i se durat i on

(seconds) as a function of behaviour type

Type A Behav r our Tvpe I Beha vrour

Provo ation No oro at i on Provocation No orovo at ion

Conf I i ct

No confl ict

3"44

(2.36)

z.)6
(1. lo)

z.u
(0. a¡)

z.\8
(1.80)

å.40

(2.39)

z"i9
(1.14)

1.21

(2.7 1)

2.57

(t.43)

As can be seen in Table I, Type B subjects in the conflict
conditions used longer durations of noise than in the no conflict
condition regardless of whether they were provoked. Type As, on the

other hand, increased noise under confl ict only when they were

provoked. Thus, for Type As both conflict and provocation had to be

present in order to increase aggression whereas for Type Bs confl ict
alone was a sufficient condition for increased aggression.

Point Levels

There was a tendency (f(1,89)=3.22, p ( .OÐ, for provoked

subjects, relative to nonprovoked subjects to use lower levels of

points to correct responses.
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self -report measures of af f ect (l'lAAcL)

A 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 factorial AN0VA with behaviour type,

provocation, conflict, and time as the factors was used to analyse the

, data f rom each of the three scales of the |'IAACL.

Hostility

Provoked subjects reported significantly more hosti I i ty in

comparison to nonprovoked subjects, F (1,89)=20.18, p < .0001. There

was a tendency (F (1,89) =3.\6, p < .06), for Type As to report more

hostiìity in comparison to Type Bs.

Depress i on

Provoked subjects reported significantly more depression in

comparison to nonprovoked subjects, F(.l,89)=12.83, p ( .00). Type As

reported significantly more depression than Type Bs, F (1,89)=4.42, p <

.03.

Anx i ety

Provoked subjects reported significantly more anxiety in

comparison to nonprovoked subjects, F(1,89)=.l4.09, p < .0003. Also, a

significant interaction was found with respect to anxiety over time

for the provocation variable, F (l ,89)=5.52, p < .02, As can be seen

in Figure J, while there was a decrease in the reported anxiety of the
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provoked subjects over time, there was a slight increase in the

reported anx i ety of the nonprovoked subjects '

H lJPltOv -

'tIilt.: I t'Û.11ì 2

Figure l. Anxiety scores over time as a function of provocation.

Causa ì Expectat i ons

A 2 x 2 x 2 analysis revealed that Type As relative to Type Bs

reported luck being more important in a ìearning situation than Type

Bs, F (.l,89) = 5.23, p < .01. Furthermore, there was a tendency for

Type As to report task (F (ì,89)=3.08, P ( .08) and abi I ity

(F 1,89) =2.62, p ( . ì0) as more important a factor in a learning
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situation than Type Bs. While there were no significant differences

found with respect to the effort factor, there was a slight tendency

for subjects in the no conflict condition to report effort to be a

more important factor in a learning situation than the subjects in the

conflict condition. (F(1,89)=2.52, p < .10)

ln relation to the factors associated with the learner, Type As

in comparison to Type Bs ascribed significantly more ability to the

learner F (i,89) =3.75, p < .05. Nonprovoked subjects ascribed more

ability to the learner F(1,89)=8.91, p (.003 and reported that the

learner would show more effort to Iearn, (F(1,89¡=21.71+, p < .0000)

and perform better on the task (F (.l,89)=17.97, p ( .OOOI), in

comparison to the subjects in the provocation condition.

f.lot ivat ion

The data from the motivation questionnai re were analysed by

using a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design with behaviour type, provocation

and confl ict as the factors.

Type A subjects rated the learnerrs performance higher than did

Type B subjects, F(.|,89)=4.rt, p < .03). Also, a tendency was

observed in the nonprovoked subjects to report the learner's

performance to be better in comparison to the provoked subjects,

F (1,89) =7.79, p ( .06. There \^rere no signif icant dif f erences among

the groups with respect to the influence of factors related to the

learner as opposed to the teacher, in the task.

The analysis of the luck variabìe indicated a significant

interaction between provocation and confI ict variables, F (l,89)=6.05,

p < .01, as shown in Table 2.

,1, ,
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Tabìe 2

l,leans and the standard dev i at ions (i n paranteses) of the ì uck rat i ngs

as a funct i on of provocat i on and conf I i ct

Provocat i on No pr ovocat i on

Conf I i ct l6 l_.0 I

(ì.4t)(0.8,1+)

q

No conflict 1.95

(0.89)

9.t0
(1.42)

As can be seen in Table 2, subjects in the provocation-no

confl ict condition fol lowed by the subjects in the no provocation-

conflict condit¡on reported luck affecting the learnerrs performance

significantìy more than the other groups, (i.e., provocation-confl ict,

no provocat i on-no conf ì i ct) .

ln regard to the abi ì ity and effort factors the results

indicated that provoked subjects rated both the abi I ity
(F(=1,89)=13.63, p <.0004) and effort (F(1,89)=7.07, p <.009),

significantly less of a factor influencing the learnerrs performance

in comparison to nonprovoked subjects. There were no significant

differences for the task variable.

The analyses related to the utilization of points and noise by

the subjects indicated a significant main effect (F (1,89)=5.06, p <
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.02J ror points. Provoked subjects in comparison to nonprovoked

subjects rated points ìess of a factor influencíng the ìearner's

performance, while there were no significant differences with respect

to the ratings of the influence of noise on the learner's performance.

The anaìysis revealed no significant main effects with respect to the

reported freedom in using points or noise. However, a sígnificant

interaction between behaviour type, provocatìon and confì ict
(F(ì,89)=6.82, p ( .ol) was found with respect to the reported freedom

in using noise. This interaction is shown in Figure 4
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As can be seen in Figure 4, among Type As, provoked Type As in

the conflict condition reported the most freedom in using noise while

nonprovoked Type As in the confl ict condition reported the least

freedom.0n the other hand, among Type Bs, nonprovoked Type Bs in the

conflict condition reported the most freedom similar to provoked Type

As in the conflict condition.

ln addition to these results, w¡th respect to the reported

util ization of points or noise to help the learner, a tendency was

observed for Type As to report using points to help the learner more

so than Type Bs, (F(1,89)=3.33, p < .07). 0n the other hand,

regarding the utilization of points or noise to hurt the learner, a

tendency was observed for the subjects in the no conflict condition to

report using noise to hurt the learner more so than the subjects in

the conflict condition, (F(.l,89)=2.99), p < .08).

Phvs io loq i ca I I'leasures

ln the anaìyses of the physiological measures both the raw

scores and the change scores were used. Change scores were computed on

the basis of the difference between the experimental basel ine readings

and the read i ngs taken dur i ng the exper i ment .

Svstol ic Blood Pressure

The data v,,ere analysed by a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial AN0VA with

behaviour type, provocation and confì ict as the factors. The analysis

using raw scores revealed a significant behaviour type main effect for

the first (F(1,89)=7.15, p (.0089) and rhe second (F(1,89)=3.51, p (
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.06) systol ic blood pressure readings. Type As had significantly

higher blood pressure relative to Type Bs on both occasions. A

provocation main effect for the first (F (1,89)=8.48, p ( .0045) and

the second (F (1,89)=6.35, p < .01) blood pressure readi ngs i ndicated

that provoked subjects had higher systol ic blood pressure readings in

compar i son to nonprovoked subjects.

Furthermore, a confl ict main effect for both the fi rst

(F (1,89) =5.57, p < .02) and rhe second (F (t,89) =6,96, p (.009) blood

pressure readings indicated subjects in the conflict condition had

higher systolic blood pressure in comparison to subjects in the no

conf lict condition. There ì^/as also a signif icant interaction between

behaviour type and conflict both for the.first (F(.l,89)=3.1'|, p < .08)

and the second (F(1,89)=5.30, p ( .02) blood pressure readings. As can

be seen in Tables 3 and 4, Type As in the conflict conditions had

higher systoìic blood pressure readings in comparison to Type As in

the no confìict condition and to all Type Bs.
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Tabl e J

Raw score means and standard deviations (in paranteses) of systol ic

blood pressure as a function of behaviour type, provocation and

confl ict: I

Type A Behav i our Type I Behav i our

Provocation No provocation Provocation No provocation

Conf I i ct

No Confl ict

No confì ict

l-15. 84

(17.32)

121 .%

( I 8.42)

ì 28 .00

(12.12)

.lll.1r.
(15.76)

LZ3.Ø

( 9.92)

JE.þJ
(ì2.9)

!).72
( 9.32)

ìr0.zI

(ì3.38)

il4 00

(t4.68)

116.\2

(t5.06)

Tabl e 4

Raw score means and standard deviations (in paranteses) of systol ic

blood pressure as a function of behaviour type, provocation and

conflict: ll

Type A Behaviour type I Behaviour

Provocation No provocation Provocation No provocation

Conf I i ct DL")5
(18.37)

-Llg.6t

(15.77)

121_.il

(13.33)

lJå.U
(12.7\)

t25.15

(t0.09)

t2t.00

(r3.46)
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The analysis of the systolic blood pressure data with the change

scores revealed a significant main effect for provocation for both the

first (F(1,89)=9.25, p ( .003) and the second (F(.t,89)=3.69, p ( .05)

systol ic blood pressure readings taken during the experiment. The

subjects in the provocation conditions showed greater increase in

their blood pressure readings in comparison to the subjects in the no

provocat i on cond i t i ons on both occas i ons.

Furthermore, the confl ict main effect for both the first

(F (ì,89) =3.05, p < .08) and the second (f (1,89) =2.9o, p ( .09)

systol ic blood pressure readings indicated a tendency for the subjects

in the conflict conditions to have greater increase in their blood

pressure relative to subjects in the no confl ict conditions. There

was also an interaction between behaviour type and conflict for both

the first (F(ì,89)=3.57, p <.06) and the second (f(1,89)=4.44, p (

.03) systol ic blood pressure readings, indicating a significant

increase in the systolic blood pressure of Type As in the conflict

condition relative to Type As ín the no conflict condition and to all

Type Bs. This is seen in Figure 5.
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Dias tolic Blood Pressure

There were no significant effects with respect to diastolic

b I ood pressure read i ngs .

Heart Rate

The analysis of heart rate during the relaxation period

indicated no significant differences among the groups. Two separate 2

x 2 x 2 x 1! analyses of variance with repeated measures using raw

scores and change scores were conducted with behaviour type,

provocation, confl ict and time as the factors.

The analysis with the raw scores, indicated that Type As had

significantly higher heart rate than Type Bs, F(1,84)=4.38, p <.03.

Aìso, there was a tendency for provoked subjects (F(.l,84)=2.95, p (

.08) and the subjects in the confIict condition (F(t,84)=3.tl, p <

.08) to show higher levels of heart rate in comparison to their

respect i ve counterparts.

ln addition, there was a significant three way interaction

between behaviour type, provocation and conflict, (F(.l,84)=6.43, p <

.01, which can be seen in Figure 6
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Figure 6. Raw score mean heart rates as a function

of behav i our type, provocat i on and conf I i ct.

As is shown, overal I Type As had higher levels of heart rate but

this was most pronounced under the provocation-confl ict condition. 0n

the other hand, the difference between Type As and Type Bs was most

pronounced in the no provocation-conflict condition, with Type As

having an average heart rate of 8l bpm and Type Bs having an average

heart rate of J2 bpn, as can be seen in Table 5.
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Tabl e !
Raw score heart rate means and standard deviations (in paranteses)

as a function of behaviour type, provocation and confl ict.

Tvpe A be hav i our Type E behaviour

Provocation No provocation Provocation No provoca t i on

Conf I i ct

Conf I i ctNo

æ.rg
(18.29)

1_9..Ð

(t t.02)

q_1. 18

(12.05)

80.Ð.

(t0.5¡¡

84.99

(15.36)

u..le
( 9.65)

( l4 . 2l+)

0l

u.06

zJ_

( 8.5r)

There were no significant differences among groups with respect

to tr i a I s .

The analysis r^rith the change scores revealed a signif icant

conflict main effect, F(1,8.|)=5.4r, p < .Ol. Subjects in the conflict
condition showed a greater increase in their heart rate in comparison

to subjects in the no conflict condition. There was also a tendency

for the provoked subjects to show greater íncrease in their heart

rare, (F (t ,81) =1.0!, p < .08) .
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Dtscussr0N

The purpose of this study was to investigate the behavioural and

physiological responses of Type A and Type B individuals in a teacher-

, learner situation involving provocation and/or confl ict, with

potential negative consequences for behaving aggressiveìy. lt was

predicted that provoked Type As in the no conflict condition would

show more behavioural aggression, more hosti I ity and more desire to

hurt the learner than their counterparts in the teacher-learner

paradigm. 0n the other hand, it was expected that Type A subjects who

experienced both provocation and confl ict would show more

physiological arousal in comparison to their counterparts. The

results of the study supported some of these expectations but not

without several caveats.

Behavioural results indicated that Type As, relative to Type Bs

did not show evidence of more behavioural aggression. ln fact, in the

first five trials of the task which were all negative feedback trials

Type Bs relative to Type As used higher levels of noise. There was no

difference between Type As and Type Bs in the second five negative

feedback trials which were interspersed among positive feedback

trials. ln the same vein, regarding noise duration Type Bs in the

confl ict condition used longer durations of noise, whereas for Type As

both provocation and confl íct had to present to increase durations of

noise. There was no difference between Type As and Type Bs in point

levels given for the correct responses. These results are not

consistent with the general trend in the I iterature which suggests

that Type As behave more aggresively than do Type Bs in socially

sanct i oned s i tuat i ons such as the Buss teacher- I earner parad i gm.
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For example, in a recent report (Baron, Russell 6 Arms, 1985),

Type A and Type B subjects were given an opportunity to aggress

against a person who previously either had provoked or not provoked

them, in the presence of high, medium or low concentration negative

air ions. The results of the study indicated moderate or high levels

of negative ions were associated with more aggression in Type As but

not in other groups. AIso, Carver and Glass (.l978) found that JAS

defined Type As delivered more shocks to a confederate in the Buss

teacher- ì earner parad i gm i n compar i son to Type Bs fol I owi ng harassment

durìng a difficult task. ln another study using the Buss teacher-

learner paradigm (Strube, Turner, et al., 1984) , fol lowing frustration

Type As used greater magnitude of fines in comparison to nonfrustrated

Type As in a situation in which the magnitude of fines could not

affect the confederate's performance. These results suggest Type As

might be more aggressive than Type Bs, however, in both studies there

was no direct evidence for the aggressive behaviour of Type As

resulting from a desire to hurt the confederate. ln an attempt to

answer this question, Check and Dyck, (1986) used reject¡on by a

confederate instead of task frustration and assessed the motives of

the subjects di rectly. Subjects were told that the negative feedback

(noise) would interfere with the performance of the confederate. The

results of the study indicated that level of punishment del ivered to

the confederate correlated significantly with the reported desire to

hurt the confederate, supporting a direct reìationship between Type A

behaviour and aggression.
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ln contrast to this general trend, there are a few studies which

suggest the aggression of Type As is dependent on the situation.

Thus, Type As do not always behave aggressively when provoked. For

exampìe, in a bogus learning experiment, Holmes and Wilì (1985) found

that Type As who had not previousìy been angered by a confederate,

gave the confederate significantly higher ìevels of punishment, whi le

Type As and Type Bs who had been angered did not differ. Similarly,

in the present experiment, provoked Type As did not differ from

provoked Type Bs in using noise levels on negative feedback trials

i nterspersed wi th pos i t ive feedback tr i al s. However, the present

study goes further in demonstrating suppression of behavioural

aggression in provoked Type As and not provoked Type Bs, when

administering negative feedback during consecutive incorrect

r esponses .

Holmes and Will (1985) explained the aggression they observed in

non-angered Type As as an indication of Type Asraggressive nature,

whi le they explained the nonsignificant results of the anger

condítion in the context of attributions. They argued that in a

performance situation Type As would internal ize the blame for poor

performance whereas Type Bs would external ize it. Thus, they

speculated that since in the anger manipulation the subjectrs

performance þ',as criticized, it was likely that Type As concerned with

achievement would become more self-critical and hence less aggressive

toward others, whereas Type Bs would blame the confederate and hence

would become more aggressive. ln a study investigating attributions

and aggression, Kul ik and Brown (197Ð found that internal
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attr i but i ons I ead to the ì east anger and other-d i rected aggress i on and

to the most self-blame and self-aggression, in I ine with Holmes and

Wi I I's explanation. 0n the other hand, although integrating

aggression with particular attributions is an intriguing expìanation,

it has not been clearly established in the literature that Type As,

when experiencing fai lure, internal ize blame. lndeed there is some

evidence to suggest that Type As tend to be more self-serving in their

attributions, (e.g., Strube, ì985; Janisse, l'loser, Yeh, Yerama, E

Dyck, 1986). Another way of explaining these contradíctory results

regarding aggressiveness of Type As has been offered by Baron, Russell

and Arms (1985). They argued that, in general, Type As may be more

aggressive than Type Bs. However, in situations in which they are

provoked, they may experience strong aggressive tendencies which they

perceive as inappropriate and thus, may consciously reduce their

behaviouraì aggression.

I n the present exper iment, unl i ke Holmes and Wi I I I s (.l985)

study, the provocation manipuìation did not involve performance. ln

fact, the provocation manipulation, as it came from an external agent

and degraded the subject, it was more likely to íncrease the

probability of other directed aggression. Therefore, it would be

difficuìt to interpret the behavioural results of the present study in

this context. 0n the other hand, Baron et alrs (lg8¡) interpretation

might be applicable to the present results. Here Type As might have

been more affected by the provocation manipuìation and perceiving

thei r aggress ive impul ses as strong mi ght have reduced thei r overt

aggression consciously. Another possibility, as argued by Janisse,
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Edguer and Dyck (1986), might be that in an aggressive situation an

angry response can be conceptualized either as a loss of controì or as

an attempt to gain control. lf one can argue that Type As have less

control i n aggress ive s i tuat ions and they r^/ant to ma inta in controì , a

strong provocation may serve as a stimulus to inhibit aggression in

order to increase control. Thus, Type As in the present experiment

might have consciously reduced their behavioural aggression in order

to maintain control over the situation. ln addition to these possibìe

interpretatÌons, it could also be that the present study incìuded a

possibi I ity of retal iation by the confederate and hence, h,as quite

different from the settings of the other studies which found Type As

to be more aggressive than Type Bs.

The results regarding the causal expectations and motivation

questionnaires are in I ine with the suppression of behavioural

aggression seen in Type As in this study. Type As, reìative to Type

Bs, emphasized the importance of luck and task as factors affecting

I earn i ng. A I though, these rat i ngs were g i ven before the task was

introduced and therefore are not attr¡butions but more I ike causal

expectations, in line with the traditional attribution theory, luck

and task can be considered as external factors while ability and

effort can be considered as internaì factors. Thus, Type As in this

experiment emphasized the importance of external factors in a learning

situation. They also reported the learner to have more abi I i ty before

the task. S¡mi larly, after the task Type As reported the learner's

performance to be significantly better in comparison to the reports of

Type Bs. These results may be interpreted in the context of coping.
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The positive ratings of the confederate and the emphasis on the

external factors might be strategies used to decrease the intensity of

aggressive impulses. The emphasis on the external factors might shift

the attention away from the learner and make positive performance

ratings easier while the positive ratings may serve the purpose of

decreasing the intensity of aggressive impuìses. These strategies

would also explain why there was no indication of overt behavioural

aggression in Type As relative to Type Bs.

Aìthough compatibìe with the behavioural results, these results

from the expectations and motivation questionnaire are incompatible

with results of the self-report measure of affect. Despite the lack

of behavioural aggression in Type As, they reported more hostility and

depression on the l'lAACL than did Type Bs. This result, however, is

consistent with the Type A construct. Since one of the components of

the Type A behaviour pattern is hostility, it is not unexpected that

provoked Type As experience more hosti I ity and depression. ln other

studies simi lar results have also been found. For example, in Baron

et al., (1985), Type As relative to Type Bs reported more

anger/hostility and dejection/depression on the Prof ile of ltlood States

(P0l1S). The results of the affect measures used here are also

compatible with the physiological results in this study.

With regard to physiological responses, Type As had greater

heart rate than Type Bs. Also, in the conflict condition Type As

showed a greater change in systolic blood pressure than did Type Bs.

These data are compatible with various theories of emotion

conceptual izing physiological arousal as one of the components of
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emot¡on and may be interpreted from several points of view regarding

Type A behaviour. The physiological view of Krantz and Durel (ì983)

suggests the greater arousaì observed in Type As may be

physiological ly mediated. Thus, Type As may have a more reactive

physiological system (ie., high beta-adrenergic drive) and may show an

enhanced physiological response. This argument emphasizes a

physiological basis for reactivity and would imply the importance of

physiological dynamics in managing Type A behaviour, as evidenced in

psychopharmacological studies. For example, Schmeider, Friedrich,

Neus, Rudel and Von Eiff, (igg¡) using beta-blockers, found that

characteristics of Type A patients changed toward Typ,e and that

beta-blockers attenuated cardiovascular reactivi ty. Simi lar resul ts

were found in another study (Krantz, Durel, Ûavia, Shaffer, Arabian,

Dembroski and flacDougaì l, 1982) in which patients treated urith

propranoìoì were significantly ìower in the intensity of Type A

behaviour and cardiovascular responses to Sl in comparison to Type A

patients taking other drugs such as diuretics, nitrates. lt is

important to note that in this study Type A components found to be

lower in the propranolol treated group included speech stylistics as

weìl as potential for hostiìity. Thus, it seems the characteristics

of Type A behaviour, including hostility, which may transfer itself to

aggression in certain situations, may originate from a biological

basis.

A different but not incompatible explanation of the enhanced

physiological responses of Type As in this experiment may be seen in

the context of the stressors involved. There is evidence in the
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literature that the enhanced sympathet¡c activity of Type As is more

I ikely to occur in situations in which there is an ego threat, such as

harassment, competition, evaluation and challenge (l'laìcoìm, Janisse E

Dyck, 1984; Dembroski et al., 1978i Dembroski et al., 1979; Dembroski,

t'lacDougall E Lushene, 197Ð. ln the present experiment, provocation as

an ego threat and the confl ict conditions as an interpersonal

competitíon situation, might have ìead to an enhanced physiological

response in Type As. ln the same line, an aìternative explanation may

be 0bristrs (1981) ractive coping' concept. According to 0brist

(.l981), coping strategies in which the organism attempts to exert

control over the stressors are assoc¡ated þ,,ith increased sympathetic

activity. ln the literature it has been argued that, Type As are

highìy motivated to control their environment and thus are more

reactive than Type Bs when this control is threatened (e.9., Glass,

1977). As noted above, the possibility exists that the ìack of

evidence of behavioural aggression in Type As may indicate that they

were trying to control their aggression. This coping strategy may

have impl ications at the physiological level. Although the nature of

the relationship among behaviour type, controllability and

physiological arousal is not clear, there is some evidence in the

literature to suggest that physiological arousal in Type As may be

associated with control. For example, Pittner, Houston and

Spiridigl iozzi (lg8¡) found that Type As had greater systoì ic blood

pressure i n no control and cons i stent control cond i t i ons, reì at ive to

a moderate control condition. Similarly, Nielson and Neufeld (1986)

found Type As to have lower pulse transit times (i.e., greater

arousal) under condi tions of uncontrol lable stress than wi th
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controllable stress. 0n the other hand, Van Schnijdel, De l'lay and

Naring (.l984), varying the percentage of solvable anagrams, found that

Type As had greater systolic and diastolic blood pressure only under

the moderate control condition (5OZ solvable). There were no

differences in the high and the low control conditions. The different

tasks used in these studies may be a factor in the variability of the

results, but one can conceptuaìize control as an important mediator of

physioìogicaì arousal, more so for Type As than Type Bs on the basis

of these resu I ts .

One can argue that in this experiment both the confl ict and the

no confl ict conditions were interpersonal competition situations.

Research indicates that Type Asr need to control is greater than Type

Bsr in interpersonal competition situations (Dyck, ltloser, E Janisse,

ln press). lt may also be that when there is an ego threat, Type As

work harder to control their anger, leading to greater physioìogical

arousal. ln the confl ict condition in the present experiment, there

was a possibi I ty of retal iation, and therefore, more threat to

becoming the better learner and receiving the reward. Thus, Type As

in the conflict condition might have been more challenged than Type

Bs, resulting in an increase in sympathetic activity. ln the same

vein, it may have been that Type As, because of their exaggerated

involvement in controì, might have perceived the confì ict condition as

more restricting than Type Bs. This external inhib¡tion imposed on

thei r behaviour might have threatened thei r desi re to control, leading

to increased sympathetic activity.
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VJhen the data from the two stressors (provocation and confl ict)

were comb i ned, the i r ef f ects ì^rere more pronounced i n Type As .

Provoked Type As in the conflict condition had higher levels of heart

rate than any of the other groups and they reported the most freedom

in using noise, although behaviourally they did not use it more than

Type Bs. These results are in ìine with the research, which indicates

that Type As relative to Type Bs are more sensitive to reactance

manipulations (e.g., Rhodewalt E Comer, 1982; Rhodewalt E Davison,

ì983) and become more physiologicalìy aroused when harassed or annoyed

(Glass et al., 1980). For example, in the Rhodewalt and Comer (.l982)

study it was found that Type As in a choice el imination paradigm,

perceived the el iminated choice as more attractive, which suggests

that they react more to loss of behavioural freedom. Although,

Rhodewalt and Comer (t982) did not ì ink physiological responses to

loss of behavioral freedom, as shown above, other studies have done so

(e.g., Pittner, Houston, E Spiridigliozzi, 1983). Thus, Type As when

their behavioural freedom is I imited by external agents may react to

this loss of freedom more than Type Bs and this reactance may be the

basis of the enhanced sympathetic activity. Taken together all these

observations indicate an under'lying psychoìogical mechanism, possibly

related to overinvolvement with control, interacting with

phys iologi cal processes.

One can argue that Type As were affected more by the provocation

and the confl íct manipulations but were perhaps attempting to overcome

the effects. ln applying the notion of Type Asr exaggerated

involvement with contiol to the results observed, it may be that Type
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As were attempting to control the frustration created by the

provocation and confl ict manipulations by inhibiting direct

behavioural aggression and evaluating the confederate more positively.

This behaviour may have an instrumental value in achieving goals in

si tuations where there are external negative consequences associated

wi th d i spl ay i ng aggress i on.

Conversely, inhibiting behaviour to cope with the stressor may

lead to physiological arousal. This physiological arousal can also

become a stimulus for further reactions. ln the context of

Schachterrs two-factor theory of emotion (Schachter, 196\), Type As

affected by the stressors might have experienced greater physiological

arousal, perceived it as a loss of control, and experienced negative

affect. Negative affect could further reinforce their perceptions of

loss of control and increase their physiological arousal. Although

the reasons for the physiological arousal observed in this study need

to be investigated further, it is clear that despite this arousal,

Type As were able to control their aggressive tendencies. This might

be due to their experience in similar s¡tuations and their experiences

related to control. One may speculate that because of their

characteristics, Type As might have encountered situations in which

they felt aggressive more so than Type Bs and might have more

experiences involving control. Thus, they might have mastered some

strategies which enabled them to control their aggressive tendencies.

Hence, there brere no significant results regarding the aggressiveness

of Type As. Their positive evaluation of the learner despite their

negative mood is another indication of this controì. However, when
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they encountered both stressors at once they might have started to

lose some of their control and, as an attempt to restore their

consc'ious control over their aggressive tendencies, they might have

resorted to the indirect mode of aggression, by using the longer

durations of noise. Since, this form of inhibition is in line with

the suppressed hosti ì ity hypothesis, it would be expected that

provoked Type As in the confì ict condition would have greater

physiological arousal, which is supported by the results of this

s tudy .

From this point of view, the results of the present study are

consistent with the general trend in the literature regarding

aggressiveness of Type As and add to it in important ways. ílt could

be argued that interpersonal stressors are linked to aggression in

Type As and aggression, whether inhibited or not, has implications for

them at the physiological level, perhaps increasing the risk of the

Type A i ndividual for coronary heart di sease. Further, the resuì ts

suggest that Type As are affected both by provocation and externaì

restrictions on their behaviour, more so than Type Bs. However,

although they may be affected both emotionally and physiologically,

whether they will react to the situation in an aggressive manner

appears to depend on the kind and the level of a stressor. This may

be due to the excessive concern of Type As h,¡th control. Thus, Type

As may react to different stressors differently¡ specificaì ly, under

low levels of a stressor they may maintain behavioural control and not

show aggression. However, as the intensity of stressors increase, Type

As may become more aroused and show aggression. This aggression in
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i tseì f may be another attempt to ma i nta i n control . Thus, aggress i on

as a characteristic of Type As, needs to be viewed from a dynamic

i nteractionaì perspective, incorporating different levels of analysis.

Since in this study, the concept of control was not directly

investigated, future research in the aggression area with Type As may

benefit from the inclusion of the assessments of objective controì,

subjective control and desire to control. lt would be beneficial to

find out, using a multifactorial strategy, under what conditions Type

As show aggression and how they appraise and cope in these situations

in comparison to situations in which they do not show aggression.
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Append i x A

Hea I th Quest i onna i re



ll!]IGIt't:
1) Do yru, br

LIEALTH QUESTIONNAIRE

WE IG II'I :

the berrb of your knovredge have erly hcar-th rcrßted probreml?

2) ff ar, vhat ls the nature ef the problema you have?

E) ota y.u Ree a phyølclrn about the probler(o) you have lndlcated?

c) Whnt vas the nature of the d.lagnoalo glvea?

3) Ooes your mother haye any healtb reÌated. problema?
If so, pleaoe lndlcate.

L ) po.n yo'r father heve rny hearth rer-ated. probrema?
ff so, pleaae fndLcate.

5 ) ¡s there anY beaLth prebten co¡nmon ln your farnlly such as d.iabetee,
hlgh blood preaaure?

6) po you flnd. tlne te exerclse fu your sched.uLe?

7) How often d.o yeu erercise?

B) uor vor¡-rd you rate yeur phyalcaL fltnesg at tho preøent?

9) rn conparLscu to rt,hera at your age hov. vould, you rate your fftness?

Extrenely

POor

Extremely

poor

ExtrerneJ-y

poor

Erbrene\!
veII

F,xtroneþ

vell

['i x t, r'c r;r t: l.y

v cIl

10) rn cernporlsrr to your peak performance hov vourd you rate your phyølcal
performance nov?
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Append i x B

Structured lnterview



Structure Interview (Student Form)

INTRODUCTION: Most of the questions are
super f ic ial- habi t s and none of them
I would appreciate it if you would
to the best of your abi J. i ty. Your

concerned with your
wilI embarrass you.
nswer the questions
nswers will be kept
taping: emphasize

a
a

2
a

3

in the strictest conf idence.
capitalized words ) .

(negin

May I ask your a9e, PLEÀSE?

What is-your student classification?
How long have you been at this university?

Àre you SATISFIED with your school work thus far? (Wfry
not?)

Do you feel that university carries HEAVY
responsibility?
Is there any time when you feel particularly RUSHED or
under PRESSURE?
When you are under PRESSURE does it bother you?

Would you descr ibe yourself as a HÀRD-DRIVING,
ÀMBITIOUS type of person in accomplishing the things
you want, getting things done as QUICKLY as possible,
OR would you describe yourself as a relativeLy RELÀXED
and EÀSY-GOING PERSON?
Do you have a boyfríend/girlfriend? (Close friend?)
How would he/she describe you as HÀRD-DRIVING and
ÀMBITIOUS or as relaxed and easy-going?
Has he/she ever asked you to slow down in your work?
NEVER? How would he/she put it in HIS/HER OwN
words ?

When you get ÀNGRY or UPS
it? How do you show it?

ET do people around you know

4

a

b

5

a
b

c

6

7. Do you think
most of your

you drive HÀRDER to ACCOMPLISH things than
assoc iates?

B. Do you complete
due? How often?

homework assignments before they are

9. Do you know any children between the ages of 6
Did you EVER play competitive games with them,
cards, checkers, Monopoly?

a. Did you ÀLWÀYS allow them to I.IIN on PURPOSE?
b. wHY? (wHv NoT?)

1 0. When play games with people
the fun of it, or are

and 8?
like

your own â9€, do you
you really in there topra

WIN

you
forv

1



11. Is there
this?

a. Are you
example ?

a lot of COMPETITION

competitive in other

in school?

areas

Do you enjoy

sports for

12. When you are in your automobile, and there is
your lane going FÀR TOO SLOWLY for You, what
about it? t^tould you MUTTER and COMPLÀIN to
Would anyone riding wi th you know that
ÀNNOYED?

1 3. Most people who 90
early in the morning
what time do

a car in
do you do
yourself?
you vre re

have to get up fairly
your particular case
ordinarily get up?

pidly? After you've
it around the table
ÀND GET GOING?

a restaurant and you
ÀHEAD OF YOU for a
you do while you are

to school
in

you

14.

a.
b.

15.

16.

a

If you make a DÀTE with someone for, oh, two o'clock in
the afternoon, for example, would you BE THERE on TIME?

If you are kept waiting, do you RESENT it?
!.lould you SÀY anything about it?

I f you see someone doing a job rather SLOWLY and you
KNOW that you could do it faster and better yourself,
does it make you RESTLESS to watch?
Would you be tempted to STEP IN ÀND DO IT yourself?

What IRRITATES you most about this university ¡ ot the
students here?

17. Do you EAT RÀPIDLY? Do you WALK ra
FINISHED eating, do you like to s
and chat, otr do you like to GET UP

18. when you go out in the evening to
find eight or ten peoPle WÀITING
table, wiII you wait? what will
waiting?

19. How do you
SUPERI"fÀRKET

2

20.

21 
"

feel about waiting in Iines:
LINES, CÀFETERIÀ LINES, POST

BÀNK LINES,
OFFICE LINES

Do you ÀLWÀYS feel anxious to GET GOING and
whatever you have to do?

Do you have the feeing that TIME is passing too
for you to ÀCCOMPLISH all the things you'd like
DONE in one day?
Do you OFTEN feel a sense of TIME URGENCY?
PRESSURE?

a

FINI SH

RÀPI DLY
Io GET

22, Do you HURRY in doing most things?

TI ME



..:.

ÀIt right, that completes the interview. Thank you very
much.
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Appendi x C

Survey of Attitudes



SURVEY OT ATT I TUOES

SURVIY OF ATT I TUOTS

]) Social Aspects of the Univers¡ty L¡fe (check one)

ln general I am very much against an emphasis on the social aspects of the

university life.

ln general I am against an emphasis on the social aspects of the university

I i f e.

I n genera I

university

I am mi ldly against an emphasis on the social aspects of the

I i f e.

ln general I am in favour of an emphasis on the social aspects of the

university life.

ln general I am very much in favour of an emphasis on the social aspectsof

the university life.

Z) Canad i an way of I i fe (check one)

I strongly believe that the Canadian way of life is not for the best.

I bel ieve that the Canadian way of I ife is not the best.

I feel that the Canadian way of I ife is perhaps one of the best.

I feel the Canadian way of I i fe is the best.

I strongly bel ieve that the Canadian way of I ife is the best.



SURVTY OF ATT I TUOES

We lf are Le islation (check one)

'I

a

rf

,

.l

I

I am very much opposed to increased werfare regisration.

I am opposed to increased wel fare legislation.

I am mildly opposed to increased welfare legislation.

I am in favour of increased welfare legislation.

I am very much in favour of increased welfare legislation.

War (check one)

I strongly feel that war is sometimes necessary to solve world problems.

I feel that war is sometimes necessary to solve world problems.

I feel that perhaps war is never necessary to solve world problems.

I feel that war is never necessary to solve world problems.

I strongly feel that war is never necessary to solve world problems.

Nuc I ear Arms Race (check one)

I am very much opposed to the federal government's bui ldup of nuclear arms.

I am oppposed to the federal governmentrs buildup of nuclear arms.

I am mi ldly in favour of the federal government's bui ldup of nuclear arms.

I am in favour of the federal governmentrs bui ldup of nuclear arms.

-2-



I

suiìvtY üf ,q.irlïuDi_s

I am very much in favour of the federal government's bui ldup of nuclear arms.

)
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Append i x D

I nterpersona I Judgement Sca I e



I nterpersona I Judgement Sca I e

I NTTRPERSONAL JUOGEIIENT SCALE

l. lntelligence (check one)

,l bel ieve that this person is very much above average in

intel I igence.

I bel ieve that this person is above average in intel I igence

I bel ieve that

intel I igence.

I bel ieve that

I bel ieve that

intelligence.

I bel ieve that

I be I i eve that

intel I igence.

Know I edge

I bel ieve

know I edge

I believe

of current

th i s

th i s

th i s

th i s

this

pe r son

per son

Per son

Pe r son

pe r son

is

is

is

is

is

slightly above average in

average in intel I igence.

slightly beìow average in

below average in intel I igence.

very much below average in

of Current Events (check one)

that this person is very much below average in his

of current events.

that this person is below average in his knowledge

events.



lnterpersonal Judgement Scale

I believe that th¡s person is slightly below average in his

knowlege of current events.

I bel ieve that this person is average in his knowledge of

current events

I bel ieve that this person is sl ightly above average in his

knowledge of current events.

I bel ieve that this person is above average in his

knowledge of currentevents.

I bel ieve

knowl edge

that this person is very much above average in his

of current events.

l'lorality (Check one)

This person impresses me as being extremely moral

This person impresses me as being moral.

This person impresses me as being moral to a slight degree.

This person impresses me as being neither particularìy moral

nor particularly immoral.

This person impresses me as being immoral to a sl ight

degree.

Th i s person impresses me as bei ng immoral .

This person impresses me as being exteremely immoral.

-2



I nterpersona I Judgement Sca I e

Adj us tmen t (Check one)

I bel ieve this person is exteremely maladjusted.

I bel ieve this person is maladjusted.

I bel ieve this person is maladjusted to a sl ight degree.

I bel ieve that

ma I adj us ted nor

I bel ieve that

degree.

I bel ieve that

I bel ieve that

thie person is neither part¡cularly

particular ly wel I aajusteO.

th.i s person is well adjusted to a slight

this person is well adjusted

this person is extremely wel I adjusted.

Per sona I F ee I i ngs (Check one)

I feel that I would

I feel that I would

I feel that I would

degree.

I feel that I would

particularly dislike

probably I ike this person very much.

probably like this person

probably like this person to a slight

probably neither particularly like nor

this person.

3



I n Ier per sona I Judgement Sca I e

Adj us tmen t (Check one)

I bel ieve this person is exleremely maladjusted

I believe this person is maladjusted.

I bel ieve this person is maladjusted to a sl ight degree.

I bel ieve that

ma I adj us ted nor

thie person is

part¡cularly

neither particularly

wel I adjusted.

I believe that th.¡ s person is well adjusted to a slight

deg r ee

I bel ieve that this person is wel I adjusted.

I bel ieve that this person is extremely wel I adjusted.

Per sona I F ee I i ngs (Check one)

I feel that I would

I feel that I would

I feel that I would

degree.

I feel that I would

particularly dislike

probably I ike this person very much.

probably like this person.

probably I ike this person to a sl ight

probably neither particularly like nor

this person.

3



I nterpersona I Judgement Sca I e

I feel that I would probably disl ike this person to a sl ight

degree.

I feel that I would probably dislike this person.

I feel that I would probably dislike this person very much.

Work i ng Together i n an Exper i ment

I believe that I would very much dislike working with this

per son I n an exper r men t .

I believe that I would dislike working with this person in

an exper i ment

I bel ieve that I would disì ike working with this person in

an exper i ment to a sl ight degree.

I believe that I would neither particularly

particularly enjoy working with this person

exper i ment .

dislike nor

tn an

I believe that I would enjoy working with this person in an

experiment to a slight degree.

I believe that I would enjoy working with this person in an

exper i ment .

I believe that I would very much enjoy working with this

!

person i n an exper iment
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I fl activc
2 f]:rrlvcntut.ous
ll [] al'[t:ctiorratc

4 [:rfraitl
ir ! a¡¡iürtr:d

6 [ irgrcc:rblc

? [ rrl¡grc.ssive

I fl aliv<:

' Íl I trlrlrrc

I0 ! arrriablc

I I ! arnuscd

12 ! angr.y

I ll fl annoycd

I'l I rrrr'[ul

lir ! bashful

I6 D I)ittcr'

17 ! bluc

IS fJ Imrcd

l9 ! calrrr

20 [ carrtious

2I {_] chccrl'uI

22 ! clcarr

23 ! complaining

24 ! contented

25 fJcontrary
26 Ü cool

2? ! cooperative

28 n critical
2$ Ü cross

30 ! cruel

3l D daring

32 ! des¡rerate

lì3 flclcstroyed
iÌ4 ! clcvotcd

iì5 [ rlisagrecablc

36 ! <l iscr¡rrtcnted

37 ! discouraged

38 [ disgustccl

lg ! disl¡leascd

40 fl cnclgctic

4 t [--] cnrage<l

42 ! cnthu.sia.stic

4ll ! tcalful

44 ! firrc

.r5 D fit
,¡(i ¡ lìrrlorrr
.l ? [_l f r':r rr k

,18 D l¡'t:t:
4$ D Ir'icntlly

50 [ frightcrrr:rl

5l [-] [u t'iotts

l-,2 [-l gr¡'

5:l {-l f{crìtlc

5.1 [ I gl:td

55 [] gloortr.l,

i{i [_] gotxl

ii l)gorxl -tt:ttrr t'crl

:rS i-l grinr

i:) [-j lr:r¡r¡.r.y

(;() fl lrt:a lt lrl'

(i I [-l lro¡rclcss
(;'J Il lrostilt:
(;:i ij inìl);rticrìt
(;,1 [_l incc¡rs<:<l

tii l_; irrti ign:trrt

6(; L-j ins¡rircd

6i [)irìtcrcstcd
65 D irriurtcd
(;9 f] jcalous

?0 D joytul

? I [J kinclly

72 I)loncly
?:ì [] lost

?.1 [] loving

?ir fl lorv

?(; [] ltrclil'

77 f_l rrrrr<l

?S [-J rnclrrr

7f) n Itrccl(

u0 [] ¡ììcr'¡')'

8l fl nrilcl

tjZ [_l nriscr'¡tl¡lc

8:l Ü ¡ìc rvo(¡.s

S.l Ll <tbliging

8ir [J ol[t:ntlt:<l

tl0 [-] orttlltp¡t:tl

B? D ¡rrrnicl<y

tJtì [,] ¡r:tIirrrtt

89 [] ¡rcuccful
lt0 f] ¡rleasccl

fl I | ¡rlcasant

92 [ ¡rolitc
93 ¡ l)owcrful
9.1 ! quict

9l-r ! rccklcss

96 ! rcjectcd

f)? ! rotrgh

98 [J srcl

9l) ! safc

100 [-] satis[ic(l

l0 I D sccul'c

102 n shaky

l0:l ! shy

l0.l ¡ so<-¡thccl

105 D stclrdl'

l0(i I stublxrrn

l0? ! stor¡ny

103 Ü stro¡ìg

t09 D suffering

I I0 D sullen

llt I sulk
I12 ¡ sympathetic

tl3 [ t¿me

Il4 D tender

ll5 D tense

I16 ¡ terrible

lI7 ! terrified
llS f] thoughtful

rl9 Ü rimid

f20 D tor¡r'¡entcd

12l D undcrstanding

122 O unhap¡ry

123 n unsociablc

124 ¡ upsct

125 ! vcxed

126 D wíIrnl

127 C \vlìo10

128 D wil<l

129 ! rvillft¡l

130 D rviltccl

ll] I Ú worrying

l:12 f] yourìg

:n
i:lll
,:,::;

.ìj. :;

i:t:l
l.

,ll ,
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ir, )(J) ll C'l /rT I O N Í; (¿ UiìÍj'f I 0t'l N Â.[ Iìt]

To vhat ertent do you berleve the forrovlng are lrnportant ln a rearnlng rJ-tu.atlon?

Luck

Not at aII Extremeþ

Ablltty

Not at all Erbrenely

Taek

Not at aIt Extrenely

Effort

Not at aLL Extrerneþ

In cornparieon to others, to vhat extent do you thlnk the learner has the ablllty
to lea¡n ln thlg taskf

Not o,t aLL Extre.mely

In conparlson to others to what extent d.o you thtnk the learner vl1l put forth
effort to learn ln thls task?

Not at aLL Extrenely

In cornparLson to othera to what extent do you thlnk the l-earner vill perform wcll
ln thls task?

Not at alt Extremcly
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=.-

In comparison to oLhers how well do you think Lhe subjecL performed
on the task?

It'ot at all Exrremely welJ-

To what exEent did che learnerts performance depend on facEors with
h:lm as opposed to facLors relaled Eo you as a Eeacher?

NoL at all ExLremely

the follorvingRaLe the extenL and di-recLion of i-nfluence of each of
factors on Ehe subjectfs performance?

Luck

n re

Abi 1i cy

Hínriered 0 Helped

Task
rrlS'¡lr¡'.atllt

Híndered 0 Helped

Effort

0 p

P.indered Helped0

EfíecEs of noise

Hinclered 1{elped
0

Effects of points

Hinde Helpe,cl
0



=r=

To whaE extent did you feel compleLely free in using poínts?

Not at all ExEremely

To whaE extent did you feel completely free in using noise?

Not at all

To whaL exLenE dÍd you use noise Lo help the learner?

ExEremely

Not at all

To r¡haE e..xfenc did you use ¡toints to help lhe learner?

Ex t remely

Ì'lof at a1l ExEremely

To whaE exLent did you use points Eo hurL Ehe learner?

Not at all

To whaL extent did you use noise [o hurE the learner?

ExEremely

Noc at all ExEremeIy
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NEUTRAL EVALUATION
i

Ic is difficulE co get a clear impression of someone wi[h so lirrle
informaLlon. However, it seems to me Lhat this person and myself
are quite alike. I feel bhat generally his atticudes are similar to
míne. He seems genuine. I rhink I wouldnt[ mind becoming friends
v¡ich chis guy or socializing wlth him.

NEGATIVE EVALUATION

It is díffículE to gec a clear ímpression of someone wíth so llrcle
lnformaLion. However, ít seems Lo me Lhat this person and myself
are quíte unallke. I feel fhat he is narrow ln his aLtiLudes. He

seems phony. I donrt think I could become friends with rhis guy or
would conslder socializing wirh him.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE CONFLICT

CONDTTION

Now we are ready co begin the task. If at any polnt you dontcunderstand the instructions my assistant can stop the tape and explain' [hem to you. In thts task, thLre will be 15 geometric and aríthmeticseries whlch will be transferred Eo the learner. The l"ar.r"r Í" .*p""a"dEo predicL Ehe next number occurring ln lhe series. The series witl bepresented for 7 seconds and Ehe learner fs expected Eo gíve an anshrerwithin 7 seconds after Ehe series disappe"r à., Lhe screen. The Eeacheris expecred Lo give negative feedbak to Ehe Íncorrect responses andpositive feedback to the correct responses. The negative feedback willbe noise ranging from revel I Eo lever 7. Levers of noise correspondto numbers I Lo 7 on the keyboard of the compuLer. For exampre, rever Inoise w111 correspond Eo number r, level 3 nolse will correspond conumber 3 and so on. The positíve feedback will be pol_nts rangingfrom 1 to 7. Similar to negaLive feedback the polnts wll1 correspondto numbers 1 Lo 7 on the keyboard. rn o.her words, by presslng keysrangfng from I to 7. you can íncrease or decrease che poincs giien ro[he learner depending on how r^¡err or poorry you think-he perFormed,slrnilar to Lhe negaEive feedback. Both rhe pãsirtve and rire negativefeedback fs a sl-gna1 to the learner in [erms of how we]_l- or poàrly heís performlng. Therefore, you may selecE any level of points or noisedepending on how r¡ell or poorly you think Ehe learner performed on aspecifíc trial. The range of nofse used in this experiment will notharm Ehe learner in any way. However, as in the case of positive feedbackic may help or hinder learning. Research indlcaEes rha¡ chere is anoptimal 1eve1 of physlologlcal arousal for learning. Depending on Ehíslevel at a speclfíc point ln Efme boch posltive anã rr"gäci.,r. feedback
may facllicate or hfnder learnfng. We v¡ou1d lfke Eo fínd out Ehe relatíon-shíp of physiological arousal co posfEive and negarlve feedback. Therefore,please feel free to use any l-evel of poslEl.r. rrrã negaLlve feedback cocorrecE and lncorrect responses respeetlvely.

once r¿e are fíníshed wirh 15 of the series we w1ll ask the Eeacher
Eo change places wlth Lhe learner since r¿e would like to assess Eheeffects of prevlous exposure Eo a learnlng process. This tfme the learnerwill be in the Eeacherrs positíon and uy using Ehe same procedure wfth a
ner\r set of 15 series will try ro help the leainer ín rhe task. since wewould like you to be motlvaLed to do your besL as a learner Lhe besElearner among the tv¡o of you determlned by the least number of errorswlllreceive a small reward at Ehe end of the sessíon. on Ehe basis ofour experfence chis rervard rnay be a value Eo you. Ac this poin¡ we wouldllke to bring Eo your atlenLfon rhat the learner wíll- be aware of thelevels of both poslcive and negatlve feedback you have used, since thesevalues wÍ1l be transferred co hlm to help htm in the learnlng process.
Hence, the levels of feedback you used as a [eacher, ln the ml-nd of yourcounterpart may decermine the levels of feedback he ls golng ro glve you
when you are the learner.



INS'TIìUC'f IONS I¡OIì. 'I'III' NO CONFLICT

CONDI'IION

Nour wr-l ¿ìr(ù r(!iì(ly tO lre¡¡lrr t,ltc t¿rsk. tf at ¡rny l)()trìf you d<lrì't
tltldt'rst.'t¡t<l tlrc l¡tstrt¡ct Iorrs nry ¡rsslsf arrt catì stop tlrc t:r¡rc ;rrrrl t.x¡rìlrin
tll('lìr t() yott. [¡r rlris t;rsk, tlrt,rc wI I I bt' l5 ¡;,eomct ri.<: ¡rn<l ¿tri tltnr(.t ic
scri(:s wlriclr will l)('tr¿utsift't'r'ccl to tlrt' lt,:rr¡rt.r-.'l:ltt. l(.¡trtìcr is t.x¡rt.t:tt,<l
to ¡trt:<l Ict tltc Ilcxt ttutttl¡cr ()c(:r¡rrIr¡l: In tlrc st,rit.s. 'l'lri. st rit.r; wi. ll l¡t,
¡lresentt'd f.<lr 7 sccotttls.'ttttl tltt. Lt.:tt-rrc.r Is cx¡rtr(:tc(l to 1;ivt.:rrr..lrìl;w(:rwitlri¡¡ 7 st:cot¡<ls ¡rf tcr Llrc st:rit's rl isrr¡r¡r,-'a¡ ¡¡¡¡ tlrc scr(ìcn. 'l'lre tc..¡clrt,r
is cxpcctt: (l L() 1¡ivc rtc¡;lrt ivt. f ct.<lb:rk to tlrc l¡rcorrt:ct rcs¡)ons('s ;t¡r(l
positivt' ft:cdbitck to tltc corrcct rL¡sl)onscs. 'l'lre neg,at iv(. fet:rlblr<:k wi I I
lre noise ra¡ìflitt¡', frotn lcvcl I t<¡ levcl 7. l.r.vcls of lloisc corrcs¡rorr<l
to numbers I r<l 7 on rlìe kcylloar<l of tltc comput(!r. l;or cxarnplc, lcvql I
nolsc' wí11 corrcsl)ond t<l number l, lt:vcl ] nolse will corresponj t()
number J and so orì. 'l'lrc ¡rositivc fcedback will bc polnts rangirrg
from I to 7. Similar co negaElve fccdback thc poinrs will correspond
[o numbers I ro 7 oo thc keyboard. In other rrords, by prcssing kcys
ranging fron I ro 7 you can increase or decrease tlre ¡rolrrrs givcn to
tlte learner depending on how well or poorry you tlìlnk hcr perf ormed,
similar to llìe ncgative feedback. ßoth the posicive ancl che ncgativc
feedback Ís a signal to the learncr ln cerms of lrow well or poorly lre
is performf ng. 'l'lrerefore, you may sclect any level of polnts or noise
depcnding on hor¡ well or poorly you think the learner performcd on a
specific rrial.'the ranSc of noise used Ín thls experiment wilr not
lrarm clìe lcarner in any way. llowever, as in tlre case of positivc fcredback
it rnay help or hinder lcarning. Research indicaces chac there is an
optimal level of ¡rhysiological arousal for learning. Dependlng on rlìls
Ievel a! a spccific point ln tlme boch positlve and ncgatlve fcedback
may facllitace or hi¡ìdr-'r lcarnin¡;. t,le woulcl lfke to flnd our rhe rclacio¡r-
ship of physlologlcal arousal to poslcfve and negaclve feedback. '[hcreforc,
please feel free to use any level of posftive and negatlve feedl¡ack co
correcc and lncorrcct responses rcspecflvely.

Once we are finished wÍth 15 seríes, we will ask Ehe teacher Eo be
the learner but rvich a new subject coming for thls experlnent who will
be che teacher since vre would líke to assess Lhe effects of previous
exposure to a learníng siEuacion. Since \te want you Co be mofivated
and do your besL as a l-earner Ehe best learner arnong Ehe cwo of you
Lhat is che learner in rhe first tríal and che learner in the second
crial, will recel-ve a small re\47ard. On the basís of our experience \'ùe

feel rhat Ehis reward may be of value co you.




